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Dear fellow watch connoisseurs
Welcome to Issue 13

Blancpain’s Fifty Fathoms turns 60! How many models in the history of watchmaking
have celebrated their 60th birthday? From its humble debut as the personal diving watch
for Blancpain’s then CEO, Jean-Jacques Fiechter, and his diving instructors, to the chosen
timepiece for the French, American, German, Israeli and other of the world’s navy divers,
to the watch worn by Jacques Cousteau for his celebrated dives, through today, the Fifty
Fathoms has defined the category of diving watches for the entire watch industry.
In this issue we celebrate this 60th birthday in two ways. First, we recount many of the
highlights from the colorful evolution of the Fifty Fathoms over its six decades of history.
Second, Blancpain introduces a new model of legendary Bathyscaphe version of the Fifty
Fathoms, a version that first debuted during the 1950s.
Our food and wine features stay close to home as we spotlight Chef Edgard Bovier from
the Lausanne Palace & Spa and the wines from our own Lavaux, whose vineyards begin
not far from our administrative offices.
Enjoy Issue 13!

Marc A. Hayek
President and CEO Blancpain
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TEXT: JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

Fifty Fathoms

BATHYSCAPHE
Woven into the history of the Fifty Fathoms
is the Bathyscaphe version, named
after the world’s deepest diving vessel.

8 | In Time

Circle within a circle. Subplot within a plot. Legend
within a legend. That is the place in history for the
Blancpain Bathyscaphe. Now in its 60th year, the
Fifty Fathoms—the watch itself, the lore surrounding
its creation, and its primacy as the diving watch of
choice for the who’s who of the world’s military and
iconic divers such as Jacques-Yves Cousteau—all are
the stuff of legend. Woven into that legend is a second legend, related certainly but with its own distinct heritage, that of the Blancpain Bathyscaphe.
Dedicated divers, watch connoisseurs and Blancpain
aficionados are familiar with the conception of the
original Fifty Fathoms. Blancpain’s then CEO, JeanJacques Fiechter, a passionate diver, created the watch
as a purposeful diving instrument. Banish all thoughts
of today’s diving watch milieu, where, notwithstanding
enormous performance capabilities, most are worn for
their sporting visual statement. The 1953 original was
intended to fulfill the needs of real divers and, indeed,
to be sold in diving shops as an essential element of a
scuba kit or issued to military personnel. One of the
many defining elements of that original 1953 watch, and
the variations which followed from it, was large size.

Wristwatches of the day were, in general, petite with
diameters for men’s timepieces ranging between 32 mm
and 34 mm. By today’s standards, that size is even
considered small for women’s watches. But the Fifty
Fathoms was not to be a dress watch, and to maximize
its legibility, its original sizes varied between 40 and
41 mm, monstrously large for a watch at the time but
justified and necessary as a diving instrument. Underscoring its place as a no-nonsense serious piece of
equipment, the standard practice for several navies was
to pass out the Fifty Fathoms watches to their divers
before a dive along with the rest of the gear — masks,
tanks, fins, depth gauge, etc. — and collect the watch
with all the other gear following the dive.
Different declinations were issued by Blancpain over
the years, all faithful to the intended diving use. In
approximately 1956 or 1957, Fiechter had the idea to
offer a smaller diameter alternative that would better
conform to the fashion dictates of the time. In short,
a watch whose size would be adapted to daily wear.
Thus was born the “Bathyscaphe”.
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The use of the name “Bathyscaphe” for this 1950’s
general use timepiece seems, however, somewhat
anomalous. The mission of the original Fift y Fathoms
was to be the perfect instrument for a naval diver’s
nighttime plunge into an enemy’s harbor to sink battleships — by any measure a no-nonsense pursuit.
But then ponder the mission of the namesake of the
Bathyscaphe watch, which was a diving vessel conceived to do nothing less than achieve a dive to the
deepest part of the earth, the bottom of the Mariana
Trench, an inky world 10,000 meters beneath sea level.
On the same scale of purposefulness that would fall
somewhere between driven and maniacal. So the
name “Bathyscaphe” appended to the watch should
have implied an even more radical dedicated timing
instrument rather than a timepiece to wear equally
underwater or at the country club.

TODAY’S BATHYSCAPHE enters the Fifty

Fathoms Collection as its historical predecessor:
a smaller-sized sport watch.

Regardless of whether the Bathyscaphe name implied
a more extreme timepiece or not than the general Fifty
Fathoms line, there is no doubting the stature of the
Bathyscaphe itself as a pioneering diving vessel and the
logical connection between it and a pioneering diving
watch. The Bathyscaphe vessel was conceived by Auguste Piccard, a Swiss, whom Jean-Jacques Fiechter
came to know after they met at a diving conference.
Piccard’s Bathyscaphe vessels were somewhat of a
cross between a diving bell and submarine with attributes of both but, at the same time, important differences. Unlike a diving bell, the Bathyscaphe was
self-propelled. Unlike a submarine, air could not be
used to ascend from the depths. Instead, iron pellet
ballast was released and left on the ocean floor. The
achievement of this half-bell, half-boat vessel was
enormous, as the third version built, the Trieste, purchased by the US Navy, reached the deepest known
point on the Earth’s surface, named the Challenger
Deep within the Mariana Trench (located in the Pacific off the coast of Guam).
The name Bathyscaphe was in one sense perfect for
Blancpain’s expansion of the Fift y Fathoms line as
both it and the Fift y Fathoms represented trail blazing
efforts to conquer the deep. Over the three decades
that Fiechter led Blancpain, he evolved the core Fift y
Fathoms and the Bathyscaphe in parallel, maintaining the name “Bathyscaphe” for the smaller diameter
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Both THE MEN’S AND WOMEN’S MODELS
boast amagnetic silicium balance spirals.

models (except for a few Bathyscaphes that were produced for the French watch company LIP, that carried
the LIP trademark in place of the Bathyscaphe name).
With Blancpain’s new Bathyscaphe that debuted in
Basel 2013, the tradition that began with Fiechter is
reignited. As with the original, the new Bathyscaphes
carry much of the DNA of the Fifty Fathoms but in a
smaller size. All the models, with the exception of the
X-Fathoms, in the current Fifty Fathoms line are 45 mm
in diameter; the men’s Bathyscaphe is 43 mm and the
women’s model is 38 mm (the first time a smaller-sized
women’s model has been in the Fifty Fathoms collection).
Aesthetically, the new Bathyscaphes plainly reveal the
family connection but assert themselves with distinguishing features. The hands have a unique shape with
defining rectangular elements that recall the hands
from the original Bathyscaphes of the 1950’s. Influences from the originals are found, as well, in the shape
of the crystal, which has a strong bombé profile. Links
to the early models appear on the dial with dot and bar
shaped indexes and an absence of numerals.

All the models in the current Fifty Fathoms collection
have been fitted with sapphire unidirectional rotating
bezels. The Bathyscaphe bezels also feature unidirectional rotation but have been fashioned in ceramic with
carved and fi lled Liquid Metal® markings. Liquid
Metal® is a proprietary alloy that is produced utilizing
a complex recipe that depends not only on the ratio of
metals but the manner in which they are heated and
combined. Not only does this complex bezel possess
a unique visual allure, but it is, as well, extraordinarily
robust, with high scratch resistance and essentially no
risk of breakage.
The movement powering the men’s Bathyscaphe models is derived from the in-house caliber 1315. This is
a three main spring barrel, free sprung movement that
achieves a five-day power reserve. There is one improvement to the 1315 which debuted with the
X-Fathoms a year ago, a silicium balance wheel spiral.
There are multiple performance enhancements that
the silicium spiral brings with it. First, owing to its
perfect shape, timing precision of the watch is increased. So, too, is isochronism. Isochronism is the

The women’s model is powered
by the caliber 1150 fitted with
an inertially regulated balance
wheel.
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measure of how the performance of a timepiece
changes as the main spring barrel unwinds over time.
The more steady the performance as the watch unwinds
over time, the better. There is one other dimension to
the advantages of the silicium spiral: resistance to
magnetic fields. Commonly used metallic spirals are
vulnerable to strong magnetic fields. If the field is
strong enough, the coils of metallic spirals may become
magnetized and remain that way, even after the watch
is removed from the influence of the field. This residual magnetism changes the properties of spiral as adjacent segments of the spiral may attract or repel each
other. As a result of this residual magnetization, the
running rate of the watch will be altered. The classic
answer to this magnetization risk is to shield the movement with a soft iron inner case. Both the original
Fifty Fathoms from 1953 and many models of the current Fifty Fathoms Collection adopt this approach as
the diving environment (and in the case of the military, the combat milieu) is rife with strong magnetic
fields. However, such shielding is rendered unnecessary with a movement equipped with a silicium
balance wheel spiral as silicium is non-magnetic and
not susceptible to residual magnetization. In turn, this

yields yet another benefit. If a soft iron casing is used
to protect the movement from magnetic fields, there
is no sense offering a clear case back with the timepiece.
This is because the movement is completely hidden by
the inner iron case. Nothing to see here; please move
on. So there is a choice to be made between magnetic
resistance and a transparent back. However, silicium
offers the best of both worlds: resistance to magnetism
and a clear unobstructed view of the movement. Accordingly, the new Bathyscaphe has been fitted with
a solid gold rotor, which has been given a NAC (a platinum alloy) coating and carved out to display the
Blancpain logo in relief.
For the men’s models, two different case materials are
offered: brushed stainless steel and ceramized titanium.
To produce the ceramized titanium case version, an
oxidation process is employed which endows the surface with a hardness like that of ceramic materials.
The result brings together properties for which both
titanium and ceramic are prized: the light weight of
titanium and the hardness and resistance to scratches
associated with ceramic.
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Blancpain has never before offered a smaller diameter
women’s model within the Fifty Fathoms collection.
With the new Bathyscaphe, that omission has been
corrected. Still visually dramatic, with its Fifty Fathoms
roots as strongly reflected as with the men’s models,
the woman’s version nonetheless features feminine

The WOMEN’S BATHYSCAPHE
is the first small-sized women’s model
in the Fifty Fathoms collection.

touches, such as the use of white as the color for the
ceramic bezel, dial and strap. The in-house movement
is derived from Blancpain’s classic two-barrel, four-day
power reserve 1150, which in the women’s Bathyscaphe
is equipped with a free sprung inertially regulated
balance fitted with a silicium spiral.
All of the new Bathyscaphes are fitted with either sail
cloth or NATO straps. Both styles of strap are extraordinarily robust and resistant to water damage.
Respecting tradition, the NATO style strap, instead of
being attached to the lugs with spring bars, is threaded
over bars between the lugs and passes underneath the
watch case. This style is at once boldly sporty and
extremely comfortable to wear. •
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TEXT: JEFFREY S. KINGSTON, PIERRE THOMAS
PHOTOGRAPHY: YVES JUNOD

DÉZALEY
and the

LAVAUX
After decades of “radio silence” from the
wine press, Switzerland’s Dézaley wine vaults
to center stage as one of Robert Parker’s 2012
wines of the year.
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The steep slopes of the Dézaley
area require ingenious solutions,
using either mono-railways or
cable cars, in order to carry out the
work performed in the vineyards,
such as harvesting.
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Indulge a flight of fancy for a moment. Conjure the
images of the world of aristocratic wine making. A
sprawling Chateau, discreetly overshadowed by
Versailles, but not by much (no sense upstaging the
King when France still had one), flat, easily tended
vineyards as far as the eye can see, gleaming cellars
teaming with staff, a world-wide distribution apparatus to rival that of IBM, yearly visits by Robert
Parker and homage paid with tasting notes spanning
decades of vintages. Oh, and let’s not forget, an entire chapter in his book devoted to you! Ah! The bliss
of it all.

Above left: The village of
Saint-Saphorin in the Lavaux.
Below left: Vineyards of
Villette. 80% of the Lavaux is
planted in Chasselas.

Then imagine wine making in Switzerland’s Lavaux
and in particular in Lavaux’s grand cru vineyards of
Dézaley. Beginning just past the borders of urban
Lausanne and extending nearly to the Chateau de
Chillon, on the outskirts of Montreux, the Lavaux
vineyards soar up from the shores of Lac Leman and
at the approximate midpoint lies Dézaley clustered
around the microscopic village of Épesses. In place
of the chateaux are humble non-descript country

dwellings. Banish any thought of a tranquil autumn
stroll through the turning leaves of the vines, as the
slopes of the Lavaux are terraced into what in many
places are dizzying, acrophobic 90 degree pitches held
in place by 10,000 stone terraces which combined are
400 kilometers in length. Total elevation rise?
300 meters. Often the terrace walls enclose only
enough soil for a single row of vines. No choice, as
labor must be accomplished by hand, painfully upon
the frightening perches, and without being too mercantile on the point, at high Swiss wage rates. As for
distribution, nary a bottle leaves Switzerland. And that
chapter in Robert Parker’s book? Hasn’t been written.
In fact, if it is accolades in the wine press or even the
gourmet food press you’re looking for, Dézaley —
throughout its millennium of viticulture — has not
been the place. For all the obstacles — the cliffs, the
walls, the perilous expensive hand labor — what’s the
reward? Radio silence from the world’s wine journalists and critics.
Until just now.
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Wine making in Dézaley dates to the
12 century when CISTERCIAN MONKS
began terracing the hillsides.
th

Then in January 2013 Parker’s guide placed the
Dézaley Haut de Pierre 2010 from the Domaine Blaise
Duboux on the list of “Best of 2012” wines. Ever the
king maker and kick starter of buying frenzy with high
scores (and sowing ruin with low ones), Parker predicted not a moment of rest for Blaise Duboux until
he found an American importer for his wines.

from the period defining how terraces were to be constructed describes terrace widths of 10 to 15 meters
(although many are much narrower than that) to be
supported by stone walls 5 to 6 meters in height and
further prescribes that wine makers were to be required to maintain the walls and control water runoff.
Over the next 800 years, viticulture in the Lavaux
gradually subdivided into a patchwork of small plots
For three decades Robert Parker has single handedly that were both expensive and difficult to maintain.
ruled the world’s markets for fine wine. Although the Change came after 1803, when Lausanne was made
Chasselas from Dézaley for nearly all of this entire time the capital of the canton Vaud. This led not only to
escaped his attention, the Swiss have long prized these improvements in the terraces and roads, which finallush, long lived whites. It is here in Dézaley that the ly allowed connection between the many small wine
Chasselas grape finds a perfect marriage of soil and villages, but eventually the construction of a system
of railroad links. All of this unique history, together
microclimate.
with the striking landscape and preservation of
Wine making in Dézaley, in common with rest of the ancient terraces, led UNESCO to declare the Lavaux
Lavaux, dates to the 12th century when Cistercian as a World Heritage site.
monks (who migrated to the region in the 11th century from the Burgundian Abbeys of Cîteaux and Vou- One can ponder whether it was purely happenstance,
geot) began terracing the slopes above Lac Leman. blind luck so to speak, or remarkably penetrating inWine making came under the jurisdiction of the sights that motivated the monks to choose this terroir
Bishops of Lausanne through two Cistercian abbeys: for their vineyards. Whatever the motivation, their
Abbey de Hauterive and Abbey Hautcrêt. It was their hand labors to build rock terraces upon the hillside
labor that built terraces and roads throughout the cliffs created a remarkable recipe for fine winemaking.
Lavaux. Of course, governance means regulations, and even Upon the steep slopes, the soil itself is unique in that
in the 12th century this axiom held true. One document it represents the remains from glacial activity that

At right: Manual harvesting with
crates in Luc Massy's vineyards.
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WHATEVER THEIR MOTIVATION the monks' hand labor

to build rock terraces upon the hillside cliffs created a remarkable recipe for fine winemaking, which given the passage
of the centuries, has led to recognition of Dézaley as one of
Switzerland's first two grand crus.

25

Above: The Lavaux countryside near
Saint-Saphorin, classified as a
UNESCO heritage site on June 28,
2007. Much is owed to those who
built the terraces, stairs and masonry
walls, which are different from the
dry stone walls built in the Valais.
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Above: Many areas in the Lavaux
are under public ownership and
are often located outside of the
vineyards such as the Domaine de
Montagny, shown on the right of
the photograph, which belongs to
the Payerne Municipality.
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Above: Dézaley was cleared and planted
with vines by Burgundian monks at the
beginning of the 12th century. Later after
the Reformation (1536), the City of
Lausanne, the capital of the canton of Vaud,
inherited two prestigious estates, the Clos
des Moines (shown in the middle of
the photograph) and the Clos des Abbayes
(shown at right). Their wines have been
sold at auction each December since 1803.
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At right: Harvest in Saint-Saphorin at
the Domaine des Faverges which has
the largest landholding in the Lavaux
(15.4 hectares) and which is owned by
the canton of Fribourg. This is one of
the oldest estates in the region and is
mentioned on a parchment dated
February 25, 1138.

oxygenated the ground-up rock. With an exposure
oriented to the southwest, Dézaley is bathed in not only
the late afternoon sun, but, as well, abundant warm
reflections and breezes off the lake itself. As the general climate is not excessively hot, remember this is in
the Swiss Alps, after all, the sun orientation and lake
reflections permit extra hang time of grapes before
the harvest, allowing greater phenolic maturity than
Chasselas grown elsewhere.
It matters not whether the Cistercian monks fully understood this distinguished combination of soil, slope,
orientation and reflection, the Swiss vignerons have
over the centuries recognized what they have. Perhaps
the most resounding endorsement of virtues of the
Dézaley terroir occurred when, after centuries of Helvetic viticulture, a system of ranking vineyards, akin
to that which has reined in France, was put in place in
the late ’80s. Dézaley, 53.8 hectares, was one of the first
two appellations accorded the coveted status of “grand
cru,” the top.

Lettres du Brassus is delighted to enlist renowned
Swiss wine expert, Pierre Thomas, to profile four of
the leading Chasselas Dézaley vignerons, Blaise
Duboux, Louis-Philippe Bovard, Luc Massy and Les
Frères Dubois et Fils.
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THE LAVAUX is bathed in afternoon sun

and breezes from lac Léman.
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Vineyards above Saint-Saphorin.
It is said that the vineyards in the
Lavaux benefit from “three suns”,
that which shines in the sky, that
which is reflected in Lake Geneva,
and that which is reflected by the
rocks and walls. In the background
the Savoy mountain in France.
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A Quartet from

THE DÉZALEY
With less than 54 ha and about sixty labels, the Dézaley is a
grand cru that rejoined the canton of Vaud AOC in the spring
of 2013 after three years spent in the 809-ha Lavaux AOC. While
a single varietal predominates (Chasselas accounts for 90% of
vineyard acreage), the nature of the sub-soil, direction of slope
exposure and density of planting are just some of the parameters
that each wine-grower handles in his own way, just as he selects
his own wine-making methods in the secret confines of his cellar. To illustrate this heart of the Lavaux region for the Lettres
du Brassus, Pierre Thomas has chosen to paint a portrait of four
of the Dézaley’s iconic estates.
Above: Épesses and Dézaley. At left the
Clos du Boux with its poplar, the residence
of the Massy family.
Below: Grandvaux honors the memory
of artist Hugo Pratt, creator of the
immortalised cartoon character, Corto
Maltese.
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Luc Massy:
A LOCOMOTIVE

In Switzerland and Germany, as in Japan,
Dézaley Chemin de Fer is one of the few
well-known Swiss whites—and has been
for a long time. For while the Massys did
not settle in Épesses until 1903, which is
nothing compared to the lineage of other
wine-growers, they were the first to bottle
their wine, beginning in the 1920s, rather
than selling it in bulk from casks at local
cafés and restaurants…
The first of the “Massy wine-growers,” after
having traveled in Africa and contracted
malaria, worked in the Vallée de Joux, in a
shop founded by one of his ancestors who
produced jewel bearings for watchmaking—a fact that will not be devoid of interest to readers of the Lettres du Brassus.
Then, seeking a better future, he came to
try his luck on the shores of Lake Geneva.
Having married a girl from Épesses, Luc
Massy explains, “my grandfather immediately thought of the brand: his inspiration
was to call it ‘Chemin de Fer’ [Railroad],”
after a parcel acquired in a locale of that
name, so christened because the Paris−
Simplon railway line had just been finished.
Today, the roughly 35,000 bottles of Chemin de Fer still come from this same 3.5-ha
combe not far from Vinorama, the showcase and wine bar for the Lavaux vineyards,
along the lake road from Lausanne to
Vevey, set back from the railway line. When
the president of the Barony of Dézaley is
asked what has changed in his cellar since
his grandfather’s time 110 years ago, he replies quick as a flash: “Nothing! Between
the alcoholic and malolactic fermentations,
we leave our wine on the same lees. We
don’t move the wine, it stays with its ‘foster
mother’ from October until March.” In
March the wine is pre-filtered, then bottled
three times a year, at the end of May, in July,
and in September.

Another characteristic is that only a third
of the wine is aged in a large cask. Luc
Massy is proud to show off “his” cask in a
naturally cool cave hollowed out of the rock
at the entrance to the village of Épesses.
“I treated myself to it in 2002, for my
50th birthday. A gift that cost 45,000 Swiss
francs!” With barely disguised irony, the
master of Chemin de Fer declares: “Dézaley
is the locomotive of Vaud wines! Consumers don’t always understand that it has
more flavor and costs more than other
chasselas. For me, Dézaley has always been
an extraordinary wine because of the way
the terroir and the climate come together.
In fact, the Barony of Dézaley was created
in 1994 to drive home the point!”
Sold for 24 francs on the estate, this great
white wine—which as we are now discovering not only ages well but develops
along the lines of old champagnes—seems
to be quite a “deal” for a grand cru. “We are
not daring enough, because Dézaley does
not have the image,” confesses Luc Massy,
who has every vintage since 2001 available
in his cellar. The fourth generation is now
in place. After vitivinicultural studies and
internships abroad (at Colomé in Argentina), Benjamin, 29, returned home a few
months ago.
www.massy-vins.ch

The Massy family
has succeeded in establishing
THEIR BRAND, THE DÉZALEY
CHEMIN DE FER.
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Louis Bovard Estate:
TRADITION AND IMAGINATION

In 2010, Louis-Philippe Bovard celebrated
his 75th birthday by opening a small cellar
in the old village of Cully on the shores of
Lake Geneva. It is equipped for making a
large number of wines in small amounts.
For, champion of chasselas though he may
be, Louis-Philippe Bovard—a man whose
effervescent spirit bubbles out from behind
his severe glasses and sailor hat—is first
and foremost a tireless trailblazer.
As a gentleman farmer of this estate that
dates back to 1684, he has surrounded himself with professionals in both the vineyard
and the cellar. In early 2013, promising
Alsatian wine-maker Philippe Meyer (of
the Josmeyer family, see Lettres du Brassus
No. 12) became a “cantonal enologist”
tasked with advising wine-growers
throughout the Vaud region. He was replaced by Caspar Eugster, who has international experience (Hess estates).
Of all the wines signed Bovard, Dézaley
Médinette (35,000 bottles per year) remains
the standard-bearer. This brand intrigues
even French-speakers. Its name is taken
from a temple of Luxor, in Egypt, and also
matches the androgynous silhouette of a
Bacchus, looking almost like a young girl
(midinette) from the 1905 Vevey winegrowers’ festival. This label, which LouisPhilippe’s grandfather accentuated with the
phrase “the finest of Swiss wines” done in
gold letters, has never changed since. At
the very most, the 1990s saw the appearance of Warholesque-colored labels—blue,
red, green, or yellow—to differentiate the
vintages, because while the notion of terroir
is dear to Louis-Philippe Bovard’s heart, the
special characteristics of each year are dearer still. Ask him how the vines were doing
in, say, 2001, and he will pull out his notebook: “It was a late year, a hot summer with
rain before the harvest, and October was

sunny and hot.” While the Louis Bovard
Estate makes a chasselas without malolactic
fermentation, and even a chasselas aged in
oak barrels, Médinette is produced using a
traditional fermentation, aged on fine lees
in large casks.
Louis-Philippe Bovard is behind a hierarchical classification of Vaud’s wines, created after studying the terroirs, that is modeled on the grands crus of Alsace. He has
opened a “World Chasselas Preserve” above
Rivaz, where 19 types of this varietal are
planted, including five clones and
400 vines. He is also one of the founders
of the Barony of Dézaley, which aims to
further develop this grand cru over time.
A committee made up of well-known tasters assesses the vintages after some time has
passed (the latest vintage rated is 2004) and
awards them stars. The ratings are updated
every two years, depending on how the
wines change. “As Dézaley wines age, they
behave like Tain-l’Hermitage Marsanne;
they become something totally unlike a
younger chasselas. The taste components
change and blend into a new balance,” the
patriarch opines. The estate has offered
13 vintages for sale since 1999, and still has
between 200 and 2,000 bottles left from
each year.
www.domainebovard.com
www.baronnie.ch

Of all the wines signed
Bovard, Dézaley
“LA MÉDINETTE”

remains the standardbearer.

Above left: The Dézaley
vineyards, well marked.
Below left: Harvest above
Saint-Saphorin village.
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Les Frères Dubois:
A FAMILY DYNASTY

Les Frères Dubois [the Dubois brothers]
are really branches of a much larger family tree. First came grandfather Marcel,
then Christian, and fi nally his two sons
Frédéric and Grégoire. The sons are also
“coopers,” which is what consulting enologists who do cellar work for estates other
than their own are called in Vaud. In this
case, the Dubois brothers also craft wines
for the Lavaux estates belonging to the City
of Lausanne, including the two wellknown Dézaley vineyards, Clos des
Moines [The Monks’ Vineyard] and Clos
des Abbayes [The Abbeys’ Vineyard].
These two names recall the historical connection with Cistercian monks.
Modern enology has also wreaked havoc in
Lavaux. In the 1980s, a number of cellars
stopped using large oak casks, replacing
them with more easily cleaned stainless-steel vats, to avoid introducing any
“off ” tastes into the chasselas, that most
delicate of all varietals. For their Dézaley-Marsens De la Tour, the Dubois brothers
have brought aging on fine lees in tuns
(large casks) back into favor. In the cellars
beneath the manor house called Le Petit
Versailles—today enlivened by a lovely
wine bar!—at the entrance to the village of
Cully, this would be Vase No. 4, with vase
here being a French synonym for “cask.”
Until 2008, the cask held 3,700 l, or the
equivalent of 5,285 “Vaud” bottles of 70 cl
each, continued use of which is allowed
under Swiss law despite the standardization
of European measures (at 75 cl). Having
disintegrated into its component staves, the
first-generation Vase No. 4 was replaced by
a new cask that holds 6,300 l, the equivalent
of 9,000 bottles. This wine is not sold before
it reaches two years of age.
Members of the Barony of Dézaley, the
Dubois brothers offer older Dézaley vin-

tages dating from 1971 on, from the most
highly sought-after at 138 Swiss francs per
bottle to the very young at 28 Swiss francs
per bottle. The chasselas harvest for Vase
No. 4 takes place around the Marsens
Tower, a symbol of Lavaux that stretches its
crenellations skyward. Only the best
bunches of grapes from a 2.5-ha plot are
selected for this special reserve. The grapes
are harvested as late as possible in the fall—
only once between 2002 and 2012 did the
harvest begin before October 1, and that
was in 2003, the year of the heat wave.
Concerning the second fermentation (malolactic fermentation, or “malo” for short),
which is desirable for chasselas, Christian
Dubois notes “without malo, only the varietal is expressed; with malo, you get the
terroir.” The estate eagerly—and successfully!—seeks recognition at competitions. The
2009 vintage—named the second best
Vaud chasselas, favorite of the 2013 Guide
Hachette, gold medal at the Expovina
competition in Zurich and at the International Chasselas Competition (Mondial du
Chasselas, Aigle) held for the first time in
2012—is doing its part to showcase wines
made from this varietal, of which canton of
Vaud is the world’s leading producer with
2,320 ha (61% of its vineyards). And at the
second event, the 1984 Dézaley-Marsens de
la Tour was awarded the “best ranking in
all categories of the Chasselas World Championships (with 93,8 points out of 100)”.
www.lesfreresdubois.ch
www.mondial-du-chasselas.com

The 1984 Dézaley-Marsens de
la Tour is the wine that achieved
THE BEST RESULTS AT THE
2013 CHASSELAS WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS.

The Dubois family, from
left to right, Grégoire, his
father Christian, his brother
Frédéric (in front) and right,
his grandfather Marcel.
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La Tour de Marsens, built at
the beginning of the
13th century (attested 1272),
the emblem of Lavaux and
Dézaley, entirely located in
the municipality of Puidoux.
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Harvest time in Lutry,
at Le Châtelard.
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Blaise Duboux:
THE “PARKERIZED” PURIST

At age 48, Blaise Duboux is proud to state
that he represents the seventeenth generation of wine-growers from his family in
Épesses. The ancestor who gave the family its name was a notable of Lausanne
cathedral, Leopardo de Bosco, who emigrated from Turin in 1242 to care for SaintSaphorin’s vines.
While the three other estates mentioned
here are larger, this one comprises only
5 ha. “That’s the most you can do alone. I
have only one full-time employee and some
temporaries during the pruning and harvest seasons.” An enology engineer (ingénieur-œnologue) who graduated from
Switzerland’s only school of enology,
Changins, located between Lausanne and
Geneva, he owns property in two grands
crus: Calamin (0.5 ha) and Dézaley (1.5 ha).

HIS DÉZALEY WINES, AGED
IN VATS ON FINE LEES, never

touch oak casks or barrels.

This only child, the father of three teenage
daughters, brought fermentation back to
the family estate in 1988 and revived the
entire operation in 2011. A former employee of Prométerre, a viticultural advisory
institution, he has all the answers when it
comes to Dézaley’s inherent good qualities.
“The word terroir is still the one that describes it the best… the interaction of the
soil, the parent rock, the water regimen,
slope, and climate. Not to mention that
what we call the ‘three suns’—the sun itself,
in the sky, and the double reflection from
the lake and the terrace walls—create a real
atomic reactor!”
Blaise Duboux produces two Dézaley wines.
His Haut de Pierre represents a selection
from a half-hectare parcel of old vines.
“The oldest vine stock is 47 years old, the
youngest 26.” In good years and bad, the
parcel yields 3,000 bottles. The other, of
which 12,000 bottles are made, is called
Corniche, from the name of the panor-

amic drive that overlooks the Dézaley from
the village of Épesses to Chexbres. “The
Dézaley owes its reputation to the Cistercian monks. They were the ones who chose
to clear the steepest slopes!” And it is exactly there, where the land is steepest,
where the moraine has slid and the soil is
“rubified,” that the vines from which he
makes his Haut de Pierre grow.
A purist, Duboux says is is working “toward
organic, sustainable viticulture.” Over time,
he has refined his fermentation. He tries
to get along without industrial yeasts or, at
worst, to use a generic yeast that guarantees dry wines. His Dézaley wines, aged
in vats on fine lees, never touch oak casks
or barrels.
Though not a member of the Barony of
Dézaley, Blaise Duboux is the president of
Arte Vitis, an association that for ten years
has been bringing together thirteen of the
best-known estates from canton Vaud and,
since spring 2013, from the Lavaux
wine-growing community. He was deeply
touched by the fact that Robert Parkers’
magazine Wine Advocate recognized his
Dézaley Haut de Pierre. “In every generation since the 19th century, a woman from
our family has gone to the United States—
New York, Los Angeles, or Florida.”
www.blaiseduboux.ch
www.arte-vitis.ch
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TASTING
Notes
Over several sessions, Pierre Thomas
(PT) and Jeffrey S. Kingston (JK) tasted
the four producers’ most recent Dézaley
wines, and two older vintages.

MÉDINETTE 2011,
LOUIS BOVARD ESTATE, CULLY

Robust yellow; nose hints of anise with
white flowers, warm stone; open; rather
lively attack, unctuous in the middle
range; good length, supple; finish yellow
fruits and almond (PT). Nose evokes
lemon peel tending toward apple and
pineapple, vanilla notes in mid-palate;
impressive structure; long spicy finish
(JK).

MÉDINETTE 2008,
LOUIS BOVARD ESTATE, CULLY

Robust yellow; spicy nose (reminiscent
of the 2011), notes of candied ginger;
penetrating attack with aromas of
candied lemon; good full-flavored finish;
still young and fresh (PT). Pineapple
nose; highly structured and very acidic;
really dances in the mouth (JK).

MÉDINETTE 2001,
LOUIS BOVARD ESTATE, CULLY

Vineyard above the Tour
de Marsens, in winter.

Deep gold; nose redolent of preserves
with a touch of mint and dried herbs,
discreet hints of mushroom and forest
undergrowth; orange peel and lime
aromas in the mid-palate phase; powerful; tertiary aromas already in evidence;
complex, comes back to the acid side, a

spirited wine with a final note of mandarin (PT). Mineral and lemon-peel notes
in the nose; a somewhat heavy, distinguished wine with average structure,
tasting of a mixture of lime and herbaceous notes; its brilliance and freshness
are impressive considering that it is
12 years old (JK).

DÉZALEY-MARSENS DE LA TOUR
2009, VASE NO. 4,
LES FRÈRES DUBOIS, CULLY

Yellow with golden highlights; open nose
has good intensity with notes of very ripe
yellow fruits, peach; full, mellow attack;
unctuous with a buttery note; a rich,
mature wine, distinguished and complex;
persistent finish with honey and mineral
notes (PT).

DÉZALEY-MARSENS DE LA TOUR
2004, VASE NO. 4,
LES FRÈRES DUBOIS, CULLY

Golden yellow; aromas of passion fruit
and ripe mango in the nose are confirmed
in the attack; very lively, magnificent
volume with a rich mouth feel and
persistence; cherry plum note in the
finish; a very fine wine made from a late
harvest (October 20) (PT).
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DÉZALEY-MARSENS DE LA TOUR
2000, VASE NO. 4,
LES FRÈRES DUBOIS, CULLY

Golden highlights; nose of lemon verbena
and candied lemon; nuances of toast
£and spices in the attack; good volume on
the palate; well-balanced, with notes of
licorice and a slightly bitter aftertaste;
very persistent (PT).

CHEMIN DE FER 2011,
LUC MASSY, ÉPESSES

Robust yellow; buttery, lactic nose with
subsequent aromas of ripe mango; begins
with caramel attack; powerful and
original; full-bodied, generous; finish
with yellow fruits and almond (PT).
Nose a little closed; perfect balance of
sweet apple and honeysuckle; an elegant,
subtle wine with a sweet finish (JK).

CHEMIN DE FER 2009,
LUC MASSY, ÉPESSES

Very golden color; ripe sunny nose with
hints of a match that has been struck;
supple attack, candied fruits; rich, full,
unctuous; low acidity; changing notes of
acacia honey; candy-like fi nish similar
to calissons from Aix-en-Provence
(almond paste and lemon) (PT). An
abundance of mineral and honeysuckle
notes that burst forth in the nose; rich
and round with a touch of overripeness;
dried apricot; impressive finish; a
focused, solid wine (JK).

CHEMIN DE FER 2000,
LUC MASSY, ÉPESSES

Robust golden color; nose of dried
banana, roasted hazelnuts, and dried
fruits; full-bodied, unctuous attack; nice
freshness; empyreumatic notes with
almond milk and candy; a magnificent
wine, unctuous, highly consistent and
remarkably honest (PT). Spicy and

vanilla notes in the nose with melon
aromas; marvelously balanced (JK).

HAUT DE PIERRE 2011,
BLAISE DUBOUX, ÉPESSES

Golden yellow; mineral nose with earthy
impressions; crisp attack; rich mouth
feel, sap (not tree sap!), mineral qualities;
white flowers in mid-palate; powerful,
almost tannic, holds up well in midpalate and slightly salty with a little
carbon dioxide (CO2) in the finish (PT).
Mineral nose with lime flower notes;
vanilla attack; round in the middle range
with a marvelous dried apricot aroma;
interesting contrast between the rather
discreet, heavy nose and the open,
luxuriant palate; extraordinarily rich
and mature; sweet lemony finish (JK).

HAUT DE PIERRE 2010,
BLAISE DUBOUX, ÉPESSES

Golden color; fine full nose with aromas
of quince jelly, yellow fruits, sweet
spices; full-bodied attack; fresh pear,
mango, sweet spices; good complexity; a
little CO2; generous long finish (PT).
Spicy mineral nose, rich and round in
mid-palate, with notes of sweet peach
and vanilla; long finish (JK).

DR. GEORGE DERBALIAN
Dr. George Derbalian is the Lettres du
Brassus wine expert. Dr. Derbalian is the
founder of Atherton Wine Imports,
located in northern California. Not only
has he become one of the United States’
premier importers of fine wines, but he
has acquired a well-deserved reputation
as one of the leading and most respected
wine connoisseurs and expert tasters
in the world. Each year, Dr. Derbalian
travels the wine circuits of Europe and
the United States, meeting with wine
producers, owners of the finest
domains, chef de chai, and other key
figures in the world of wine. Throughout the course of each year, he tastes
literally many thousands of current
production and vintage wines.

SITUATION
Basel

HAUT DE PIERRE 2003,
BLAISE DUBOUX, ÉPESSES

Golden color, full creamy nose of
panettone with lemon notes; attack
reminiscent of gingerbread; long and
fresh with candied fruits, a slight note of
honey, and aromas of pear tart (PT).
This vintage was made during the heat
wave in Europe and the wine reflects
that: nose of exotic fruits (passion fruit)
mixed with bush peach and sweetened
apricot; rich, ripe, and concentrated (JK).

Bern

Lausanne

Dézaley
Vevey
Montreux

Lake Geneva

Geneva

FRANCE
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TEXT: JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

The History and the Legend of the

FIFTY FATHOMS
The Birth and Evolution of a Legend.

46 | In Time
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Now in its 60th year, Blancpain’s Fifty Fathoms watch
has become a legend. A legend that is steeped in history. The history is a complicated one in that there are
two lineages: that of Jean-Jacques Fiechter, Blancpain’s
CEO for three decades from 1950-1980, who was
himself a passionate diver, and Captain Robert “Bob”
Maloubier and Lieutenant Claude Riffaud, both of
the French combat diving corps, who needed a watch
for their military diving missions. These two poles
come together to give birth to the legend.

Above right:
Jean-Jacques Fiechter,
Blancpain CEO 1950-1980.

Blancpain was not part of the equation when Maloubier and Riffaud began their quest for a watch in the
aftermath of World War II. Both officers saw a timepiece as one of the essentials for their divers and together they developed a list of requirements,
specifications, if you will, for the diving watch that they
needed. Tests on watches that they found on the market in Paris were disastrous; the watches were petite in
size, difficult to read under water and, most catastrophically, leaked. Badly.

Above left:
Fiechter on a diving trip in
the south of France.

Separately, Fiechter was devoting himself to his avocation of diving. His passion for the sport kindled an

inventive spirit. With his own personal experiences as
a diver guiding him, Fiechter began addressing the
challenges of timekeeping in the diving milieu. First
on his list was obvious: water resistance (and keep in
mind the failings of the first watches Maloubier and
Riffaud tested). This led him to develop a double sealed
crown. As the crown was not one of the screw-down
variety, his idea was to protect the watch from water
intrusion if the crown were accidentally pulled out
while under water. In that event, the inner second seal
would protect the watch. Fiechter patented this invention. A second element was a rotating bezel to use for
timing of the dive. When he dove, his idea was to rotate the bezel to place its zero index opposite the minute hand at the commencement; thereafter he could
directly read time underwater with the minute hand
using time markings on the bezel. Again safety was on
his mind. He knew that if the bezel were accidentally
rotated, this vital timing function would be lost. So
Fiechter developed a locking mechanism, which he
also patented, to prevent inadvertent rotation of the
bezel. His original locking system required a push on
the bezel in order for it to rotate. Not only did this help
insure against inadvertent turning, it served to protect
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the bezel from salt and sand interfering with its operation. There was a third patent which he obtained related to the screw-on case back. The problem with
previous systems was the “O” ring which seals the back
can become twisted and misaligned when the back is
screwed in place. Fiechter developed a system to protect against that risk with his design that placed the
“O” ring in a channel with an additional metallic ring
to maintain its position. Legibility was key, particularly in murky water, leading Fiechter to the idea of
endowing a diving watch with large size, a white against
black color scheme, and luminous hands and indexes.
Automatic winding for the movement was another
vital element in his design, done to minimize wear on
the crown and its seals, which would occur with manual winding. Finally, because magnets were part of the
diving environment as he knew it, Fiechter saw the need
to equip a diving timepiece with a soft inner iron case
to protect the movement from residual magnetism.
There is the expression “minds think alike” which perfectly describes the conception of diving needs from
these two poles working separately; Maloubier and
Riffaud in France and Fiechter in Switzerland. Both

JEAN-JACQUES FIECHTER’S PASSION
FOR DIVING led him to develop

the key inventions for the Fifty Fathoms.

had formed ideas to define the perfect diving watch.
Maloubier and Riffaud had carefully thought through
the requirements for the divers and the military missions of the French combat diving corps. Fiechter, from
his own diving experience, had done the same. Building a watch embodying his ideas, Fiechter was able to
provide a watch for the French to test. The watch
passed those tests with flying colors and became a staple of the French combat diving corps and later other
navies from around the world.
Fiechter named his creation the “Fifty Fathoms.” On
his mind when he did so was Ariel’s song from Shakespeare’s The Tempest. Ariel sings “Full fathom five thy
father lies; Of his bones are coral made.” Shakespeare’s
reference to “fathoms” in Ariel’s song, resonating well
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in his head, Fiechter appended the number “fifty” before it; after all “five fathoms” would hardly conjure the
image of a deep dive. Indeed, fifty fathoms was thought
in these early scuba days as the maximum depth he
and other divers might achieve.

The relationship was natural, as Spirotechnique sold a
broad range of diving equipment. One of Spirotechnique’s brands was “Aqualung” and this became the
trademark which was used for the Fifty Fathoms
watches sold by them.

For the French military there was a complication,
however, with respect to supply. Even though the
Fifty Fathoms performed brilliantly and passed all of
Maloubier and Riffaud’s tests, buying the watch was
not totally straightforward. The French government
required that all combat diver supplies, including the
diving watches, be purchased from French companies.
This led Blancpain to deal with Spirotechnique, a
subsidiary of the French conglomerate Air Liquide.

Blancpain’s connection with Spirotechnique, in turn,
led to another highly visible link, that with JacquesYves Cousteau. The family of Cousteau’s wife was
the owner of Air Liquide, which was the genesis of
Cousteau’s collaboration with Spirotechnique to develop better diving tank systems. Of course these, too,
were sold under the name “Aqualung”. Cousteau selected the Fifty Fathoms watches for his diving team,
whose filmed historic dives in the feature movie “Silent
World” were honored with both a Hollywood Oscar
and a Cannes Palme d’Or.

WHY THE NAME “FIFTY FATHOMS”?

Look to Shakespeare.

There is some debate among aficionados about the attributes of the very first generation of Fifty Fathoms
watches. Fiechter provides a comprehensive list of the
defining elements: a triangle “zero” marker on the rotating bezel (later models replaced the triangle with a
lozenge); the words “Rotomatic” and “Incabloc” on the
dial (later models dropped that legend); also on the
dial Arabic numerals 12, 3, 6, and 9; a crown rounded
in shape (this was done to minimize the risk of the
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crown catching on nets so as to pull it out; later models had more squared off edges on the crown).
Dedicated collectors have well observed that during
Fiechter’s three decades at the helm of Blancpain, many
different declinations of the Fifty Fathoms followed
after the seminal model. Although it is impossible to
describe all the different models that appeared over
the thirty-year evolution of this icon under Fiechter’s
stewardship, certain highlights or milestones stand out.
Logically, the first highlight takes the form of the first
new function added to the watch. This was the inclusion of a moisture indicator on the dial. This feature
came at the request of both the French and American
navies. If somehow moisture were to find its way into
the watch, a disk located at the six o’clock position on
the dial would change color from blue to red, signaling
the problem.

At left:
Instructions for using the
original locking bezel.

Another milestone, astonishingly, upon its debut,
caused confusion among the hard core divers who adopted the Fifty Fathoms as their go-to watch. Fiechter
added a date window. Of course he knew that, strictly speaking, a date indication was not really connected
to the serious business of diving, but he thought it a
convenient feature nonetheless and, after some hesitancy, incorporated a date window into many models

of the Fifty Fathoms. This provoked a letter from a
diver who wrote: “I love my diving watch. But there is
a little window with a number, but it jumps from time
to time” Of course that is a perfect description of a
perfectly normal change of the date indication occurring every 24 hours. Controversy over the inclusion
of a date function, today, seems comical where, in a
modern world of dive watch “chic”, many complications not strictly tied to diving are eagerly snapped up
by collectors who rightly see complications adding to
the overall allure of their timepieces. Thus, in its current Fifty Fathoms Collection, Blancpain offers not
only date indications, but chronographs, complete
calendar moon phases, and tourbillons.
Previously misunderstood was the famous “No Radiations” version of the Fifty. which was offered in the
1950’s. According to the legend, the yellow circle with
the atomic symbol, slashed circle and notation “No
Radiations” was a feature of the civilian models of the
Fifty Fathoms to differentiate them from military
versions which used radioactive materials such as radium on hands and indexes so as to glow in the dark.
Fiechter’s history diverges from this tale. Yes, the “No
Radiations” markings were used on the watch as
Blancpain employed tritium, which is essentially
non-radioactive, on hands and indexes for illumination in the dark. However, Blancpain used tritium on
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all its Fifty Fathoms watches of the time, military included. Radium was never used. The markings did not
signify a difference in materials, merely the absence of
something that might otherwise cause concern.
Another variation that Blancpain produced during the
Fiechter era was the no lug cushion case design. The
request came from the German military and, over the
years, many variations of this basic style were offered
in the Fifty Fathoms line, particularly during the 1970’s.
The German military models bore upon the dial a circle with “3H” written on the inside. One particularly
noteworthy variant was one that dispensed with the
rotating exterior bezel, which was replaced by a rotating ring on the dial.
No history of the Fifty Fathoms would be complete
without a chapter devoted to Allen V. Tornek. Tornek
was a diamond dealer on 40th street in New York. He
and Fiechter connected through Fiechter’s brother,
René, who lived in America. Although Fiechter’s aunt,
Betty, had begun selling Blancpain movements in the
U.S. prior to the Second World War (customs duties
made it economically difficult to sell completed
watches), Blancpain’s U.S. presence blossomed as the
relationship between Fiechter and Tornek grew closer.
It was Tornek who saw the opportunity to supply the
American Navy with Fifty Fathoms watches. The Navy
specifications were demanding. Not a single U.S. watch
manufacturer found a way to comply (It is easy to forget that after the war, there was a viable, vibrant, and

successful U.S. watch industry). Blancpain could not
supply directly as it was not a U.S. company, one of the
requirements. But Tornek could. In order to qualify,
he had to create a small testing laboratory in the U.S.
so that the watches could be tested and certified on
U.S. soil. Tornek and Blancpain successfully landed
the contract and the famous “Milspec 1” Fifty Fathoms
was born as the U.S. Navy’s dive watch. In addition to
the “Milspec 1” marking on the dial, this edition of
the Fifty Fathoms featured a mat finish case. The first
order from the Navy was, however, considering all the
difficulties in complying with the bid requirements,
both bizarre and disappointing. The quantity ordered:
611! No explanation for how the government arrived
at that very precise number.

At right:
A vintage “No Radiations” model.

There was a “Milspec 2” version which was released
later. This ultra rare edition was built to be a-magnetic.
This means that the amount of magnetic material in
the watch was reduced to the bare minimum so that
the watch would not set off magnetically released
triggers. Think bombs and torpedoes. The case was

OVER THE MANY DECADES

of its history, multiple variations in design
appeared, all faithful to its diving mission.
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fashioned out of a special formulation of steel that was
a-magnetic rather than the customary stainless steel.
The steel components of the movement were made of
Beryllium, softer than steel, but for the anticipated
military purposes where longevity and resistance to
scratches was not a factor, not an obstacle. The Milspec
2’s stealth mission was further enhanced by a blasted
mat finish on the case to minimize the risk of reflections. These Milspec 2 editions are marked simply
“Milspec” on the dial. This highly specialized, and some
would say ultimate Milspec watch, dubbed the TR-900
by Tornek, was produced in very small numbers with
780 delivered to the U.S. Navy in 1964 and approximately 300 more in 1966.
Jean-Jacques Fiechter withdrew as CEO of Blancpain
in 1980, which brought to a temporary close the evolution of the Fifty Fathoms. Not until nearly 20 years
later, in 1999, did another model appear, the Fifty
Fathoms from the Trilogy Collection, launched during
the Jean-Claude Biver era.
The true rebirth came under the stewardship of Marc
A. Hayek. In 2003 came the launch of the Anniversary
Fifty Fathoms, three limited series of 50 watches each,
which have now become highly sought after collector

Opposite:
The 2003 Anniversary
limited edition.
At right:
Jean-Jacques Fiechter
today.

pieces. The Anniversary was but an overture, however,
for the full re-establishment of a true Fifty Fathoms
Collection, which debuted in 2007. Now firmly cemented as one of the key pillars of modern Blancpain,
the Fifty Fathoms Collection has been enriched with
new models every single year since the 2007 rebirth. •

AS THE BLANCPAIN BATON

passed from Fiechter to Marc A. Hayek, the evolution
of the Fifty Fathoms has been re-energized.
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Gombessa
THE FISH THAT DEFIES

Time

Blancpain sponsors
Laurent Ballesta’s expedition

Supported by Blancpain, this year, famous French diver,
marine biologist and photographer Laurent Ballesta
will be conducting an expedition into the kingdom of the
coelacanth, that veritable “living fossil” off the South
African coast, accompanied by scientists and divers. Here
are the first impressions. An article covering every aspect
will follow in the next edition of Lettres du Brassus.
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April 12, 2013: The rib drifts and goes up and
down in the South African swell. Sitting on
the rib’s pontoons with 80 kg on my back, my
determination is as great as my balance is
precarious. Out of habit, I look at my watch,
adjust the ribbed crown to zero and bring
back the trailing hand of the depth meter.
I’m ready. I have hardly any saliva left—just
enough to remove the mist from my mask.
The moment when I will roll backwards is
nigh, towards the darkness and its bewitching
glow, way more than a 100 m to where the
Gombessa, the coelacanth (Latimeria
chalumnae)—what I like to term the oldest
fish in the world—reigns supreme.

bringing back the first images of a confrontation between man and a coelacanth. Today,
we need to use this technical know-how to
promote science and knowledge. This time,
finding the legend will not be enough, we need
to study it. Establishing scientific protocols at
a depth of between 120 and 145 m is not an
easy task but it is a fascinating one.

I have been trying to come back here for four
years. I have a knot in my stomach—the price
one pays for wanting to visit unreasonable
depths, but it is a feeling that I am very familiar
with. I have had it countless times—even here.
Firstly in 2009, the year we failed, and then in
2010, the year we succeeded. Will 2013 be the
year of the consecration?

It doesn’t take long to find out. I have barely
reached the bottom when I see them. Three
coelacanths, in exactly the same place I left
them three years ago. Unchanged since the
dawn of time, they still carry anatomical
traces of the vertebrates that left water 370
million years ago. They were believed extinct
for 65 million years until one of them was
found in a fisherman’s net in 1938. This event
stunned the scientific community. Today, it
remains the greatest zoological event of the

At the very least, I hope we will confirm our
know-how. We proved our skill in 2010 by

Together with the researchers from the Natural
History Museum in Paris, we have spent three
years thinking about the methods we can use
and designed the necessary equipment. Today,
the time has come to see if we were right to
hope. And if it works?

20th century. Relief, amazement, fascination—
none of them are powerful enough words to
describe what I feel.
But there is no time to look. I action three
meters of the “giraffe camera” which has two
articulated arms 1.50 m long equipped with
two high-speed cameras capable of taking
1,000 images per second on the end of their
extremities. The two cameras are synchronized
and I control the double viewfinder with two
screens side by side, in front of me. I move
closer and take aim with two laser pointers to
better control the direction of the cameras.
Soon, when I can distinguish the green dots of
the two lasers that slide over the scales of the
coelacanth, I press the button…
40 days go by like this with many other daring
experiences. We study the coelacanth in its
own world and we are the first to do so scuba
diving. It is a diver’s challenge, but also a
naturalist’s dream that we are living. •
Text: Laurent Ballesta

RAISE AWARENESS, TRANSMIT OUR PASSION, HELP PROTECT THE OCEAN
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Mediterranean cuisine
and a passion for olive oils
is brought to Lausanne.

D’EDGARD
TEXT: JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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March in Lausanne. Outside, winter is far from
relaxing its talons. On the Place St. François, scarves
are cinched tightly around necks in that studied way
that admits not a wisp of frigid air. As pedestrians
huff up the hill from the main station, visible puffs
of air form clouds with each breath. And then there
is the frozen slush on the rue Grand Chene that leads
up from St. François to the Lausanne Palace & Spa.
Enter through the main portal, turn hard right to the
end of the hall, then left, to be transported to…
sunshine. For notwithstanding the grip of winter
outside, Chef Edgard Bovier at his restaurant La
Table d’Edgard presides over the creation of a warm,
olive oil based Mediterranean cuisine.

What is doubly remarkable is that Chef Bovier, far from
Mediterranean origins, was born in the Canton of the
Valais. Perhaps on the valley floor it may not vie with
the Vallee de Joux as the coldest spot in Switzerland,
but it is nonetheless bereft of the palms, lush tropical
gardens and other trappings of toasty oases. His was
a family of cooks, as both his father and grandfather
were chefs in their family bistro in St. Léonard, which
now enters its third generation under the stewardship
of Bovier’s sister. His grounding there was entirely classical and, reflecting the tastes of the Valais, thoroughly
bathed in cream and butter. There was no deviation
from this path in his early training outside of the family restaurant, first in Sion (very near St. Léonard) and
later in St. Moritz.
Everything changed at his next port of call, Greece on
the island of Corfu, where the butter/cream umbilical
cord was summarily cleaved. This was his introduction

to Mediterranean cuisine, and Bovier was bulled over.
Bovier spent three years there immersed in what was
for him an entirely new palate of ingredients.
What followed was somewhat of a seesaw of climates
and locales. Several years at the famous Hotel Olden
in Gstaad, completely classical, followed by the Michelin starred Hotel Negresco in Nice, thoroughly
defined by its Mediterranean environs. But it became
clear which end of the butter/cream vs. olive oil seesaw
had triumphed when he took over the stoves at the
Ermitage in the outskirts of Zürich in 1990. For it was
there that he introduced something radical for this

Chef Bovier’s
DEVOTION TO MEDITERRANEAN

ingredients does not suggest a departure from
his grounding in CLASSICAL CUISINE.

most traditional of Swiss cities: Mediterranean cuisine.
At the time, his was the only address in Switzerland
offering Mediterranean style cooking (perhaps with the
exception of that corner of Ticino bordering on Italy).
Bovier’s devotion to the Mediterranean style and ingredients is not to suggest that he has abandoned his
classical cuisine grounding. As he puts it, his base remains classical “then you surf.” There is one obvious
question that bubbles up, stepping back for a moment,
or perhaps sticking one’s nose outside the doors of the
Lausanne Palace to gaze once again upon a wintry
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scene, how does he source his sunny clime ingredients
located, as he is, in the middle of the Swiss Alps? The
answer is a network of suppliers whom Bovier has cultivated over the years. With key suppliers based in
Nice, Milan and the interior of Provence, hot climate
ingredients are less than a half day away from Lausanne.
Several times a year he makes the short trek south to
wander the Mediterranean markets —particularly
partial to Nice’s Cours Saleya outdoor market —
searching for new inspirations.
In one respect there is a touch of fusion in his cooking
philosophy. Although his trademark has been Mediterranean ingredients, he is far from turning his back
on what surrounds him in Switzerland. Wild game,
seasonal mushrooms, even butter and cream, when the
occasion calls for it, remain in his repertoire.
If one is to spotlight particular hallmarks to Bovier’s
cuisine, the first place to start is olive oil. It’s often said
that there is a butter/olive oil border that slashes across
Europe, with the Mediterranean most decidedly on the
olive oil side. But Bovier’s twist on this traditional
Mediterranean imperative is the number of different
olive oils that traverse the course of meal. It is not
unusual for him to utilize seven or eight distinctly
flavored oils for the assortment of dishes on a tasting
menu — a more assertive oil with a powerfully flavored
fish, an elegant oil for scallops, a fruity oil for langoustine. Never, however, the green bitter oils that are
sometimes found in Tuscany.

natural state. He is adamant in his opposition to the
molecular cooks who insist on transforming everything. For him, if the market offers perfect sparkling
fresh scallops, why change them into something else?
The product must always remain the star on the plate
as nature has given it to him.
His quest to avoid needless intervention reveals itself
immediately with an assortment of amuse bouches
which Bovier terms “Coté Sud.” A simple and classic
pissaladière is elevated to a higher plane with his use
of a Taggiasco olive oil. Presented simultaneously is a
focaccia with an artichoke, thyme and sun dried tomato combination that completely erases any lingering
thoughts that it might be winter outside. Reminiscent
of a bruschetta, albeit far more delicate, is a deconstructed salade niçoise layering a fresh tuna carpaccio,
artichoke, tomato, and quail egg all bathed in bright
olive oil. The Coté Sud allows for a bit of fusion with
a Tartine de jambon Iberico aux truffes et ricotta.

A second hallmark is his search for simplicity on the
plate. Bovier’s basic rule is that there should be no
more than three major ingredients found on a plate,
and each ingredient should be respected and left in its

Above right:
The main dining room, looking
back toward the open kitchen.
Facing the other direction, a
majestic view of Lac Leman and
mountains.
Below right:
The kitchen table.
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Plainly, the Spanish pata negra ham claims a southern heritage, but the black truffles pull strongly north.
Whatever the mixed origins, the combination is
magnificent with rich assertive flavors.
Fish figures prominently in his repertoire and, as always, the sternest test comes with rouget. Rouget is an
amplifier of every single kitchen mistake; even a slight
fumble is ruinous. Boiver’s Rouget à la plancha en salade d’artichauts barigoule et noisettes du Piémont Huile
d’olive Taggiasche et vieux vinaigre de Modène offers a
perfect interpretation, seared on one side to impart a
crispy skin, the second side barely cooked on the warm
plate. Sparkling fresh, the fish is accompanied by diced
artichoke hearts and, an unexpected pairing, roasted
hazelnuts, all lightly bound together by a balsamic vinaigrette. Sophisticated without being complicated.
Not only do the hazelnuts add texture to the composition, they propel the flavors of both the rouget
and artichokes.
Texture plays a role in Bovier’s langoustine preparation,
Fleur de courgette soufflée, croustillant de langoustine,
sauce au citron de Menton et câpres de Pantelleria. Fried
vermicelli coats one side of the cooked — just until
translucent — langoustine, which is poised on a zucchini flower stuffed with a feathery fish mousse, all
accented by a fruity olive oil with capers, citron confit
and thin slices of baby zucchini. Every bite brings a
different accent to the langoustine, salt with the capers,
acid with the confit, vegetal with the zucchini.
At times, Bovier offers a different riff on langoustines,
en brochette de romarin, linguini au pistou/condiment

FISH FIGURES PROMINENTLY in Bovier’s

repertoire and he is a master of it.

au citron de Menton. Subtlety marks every dimension
of this combination. The rosemary stem delicately
perfumes the langoustines, just enough to be present
but not so as to overpower or even compete with the
natural sweetness of the fish. Different accents are
provided by a stripe of the Menton citrus or the pistou
linguini and alternating between the two with each bite
provides added entertainment.
In Spring, one may forget what is likely to rage outdoors
in Lausanne with Bovier’s Turbot grillé aux asperges de
Nogaret et à la badiane Tapenade d’olives Taggiasche.
The turbot is simply grilled, minimum intervention,
leaving the delicate fish to speak in its own voice. He
accompanies the grilled fish with two asparagus styles:
barely sautéed and lightly battered and fried — nearly
approaching a tempura. The sauce is an asparagus
stock base infused with chervil and another surprise,
star anise, all finished with a remarkably delicate olive
oil. Deftness was the key to its success, as the star anise, which could have taken over and overpowered both
the turbot and asparagus, was only a faint background
note in the sauce, made more profound, however, by
its presence.
Not surprisingly, Bovier always offers pasta dishes on
the menu. A good example is his Poêlée de pistes et
raviolis à la Nissarde Olives picholines, tomate confite
et basilic which features ravioli stuffed with Swiss

Above:
Turbot grillé aux asperges de
Nogaret et à la badiane,
tapenade d’olives Taggiasche.
Below:
Fleur de courgette soufflée,
croustillant de langoustine,
sauce au citron de Menton et
câpres de Pantelleria.
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chard, brilliantly light and fresh when compared with
the usual leaden cheese approach , paired with sauteed
calamari, sun dried tomatoes and basil. The olive oil
selection to bind all of this together was a deeply fruity
Frantolio. Of course, the tomato confit was made by
Bovier and offered a remarkable intensity of flavor.
Sweetbreads, particularly accompanied by morels, are
not generally considered a mainstay of Mediterranean
cooking, but they fit nicely into Bovier’s openness to
bend the rules; if you want to think of this as fusion
cuisine, go ahead. As it was Spring, fresh peas and fava
beans rounded out his Ris de veau cuit en casserole aux
févettes et petits pois, morilles farcie. The sweetbread
offered is enormous, allowing it to be seared for a crusty
exterior and still ethereal interior. As for the morels
and spring vegetables, can there be a more classic marriage? The garlic stuffing of the morels served, if not
to anchor the dish to the South, at least to bend it
slightly in that direction.
Spring speaks as well with Agneau de lait des Pyrénées
aux deux cuissons, artichauts piquants, Oignons d’une
pissaladière. If you want to pick a fight in Europe
among dedicated foodies, try nominating a particular
origin of lamb as “number one.” Agneau de Sisteron,
Agneau Pré-Salé de Paulliac, Spanish lamb, Agneau de
Pyrénées, all claim their devoted partisans. That notwithstanding, it would be a risky enterprise, indeed, to
propose that there could be a better agneau de lait than
the one Bovier serves. There are two preparations on
the plate, a delicate rib chop and a slice from the leg
with its crispy skin.
A staple on the card is pigeon Vendée á la grille, jus
gouteux aux abats, croustillant de blettes. Of course,
the pigeon is cooked perfectly rare (any more would
not only ruin the texture, but would turn the flavor
palette of the bird upside down, obscuring the naturally luscious flavors with strong, gamey liver notes,
a mistake not made in this kitchen). There is a clever

Above right:
Poêlée de pistes et ravioli à la
Nissarde, olives picholines,
tomate confite et basilic.
Left page:
Ris de veau cuit en casserole
aux févettes et petits pois,
morilles farcies.

As many as SEVEN OR EIGHT OLIVE OILS
may be used over the course of a single meal.
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There is NO ARTIFICE IN BOVIER‘S approach;
Let the ingredients speak in their natural voices.

Agneau de lait des Pyrénées
aux deux cuissons, artichauts
piquants, oignons d’une
pissaladière.
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twist in Bovier’s stock based sauce. Often the abats of
pigeon are served on the side, separate from the breasts.
Bovier incorporates the crisped abats into the sauce,
bringing added depth and interest both to the flavor
and the texture. The bird’s thigh is served perched
upon a seared turnip pedestal.
Table d’Edgard may extend its reach deep into the
South for many of its ingredients, but when it comes to
the cheese course, a moped will suffice as the cheeses
are sourced from the canton de Vaud (which is where
Lausanne is located). One evening it was Tomme de
Rougemont, Rubloz, and Gruyère caramel. Sadly these
cheeses are seldom found outside of the Vaud, and,
essentially never, outside of Switzerland. All three
merit a visit, particularly the Tomme de Rougemont
and the very aged Gruyère caramel. I have long favored
the Tomme de Rougemont (sometimes called “Tomme
Vaudoise”) as a perfect pairing for the remains of the
red wine. If your experience with Gruyère is that of

the industrialized plastic wrapped supermarket variety,
banish all thoughts, as this small production Gruyère
caramel packs an intense and complex punch.
For those who have opted for the tasting menu, pray
that Trilogie glacée aux agrumes d’Amalfi, Champagne
rosé et filet d’agrumes is on the card that day. Never
can a dessert mount a claim as “health food”, but if
you want to think expansively, Bovier’s conception not
only offers an inspired, refreshing break from the savory portion of the meal, but a virtuous one as well.
As the name suggests, this was a trio of citrus sorbets—lemon, grapefruit and orange—all punctuated
with the incorporation of rosé champagne. Health
food in my book.
Brightness and the reduction to the minimum or complete absence of pastry marks two other desserts.
Crème légère en mascarpone, cœur coulant au cassis
Meringue croquante offered a white chocolate cylinder
encasing the mascarpone mousse topped with an intense cassis syrup and cassis sorbet. Crowning the
preparation were cassis infused meringue “pencils.”
Allumette glacée à la rhubarbe et fraises Gariguettes
Sorbet yogourt Grecque fits the spring season with the
first appearance of rhubarb and the most sought-after
French variety of strawberry, the Gariguettes. Only a
thin wafer of pastry was present, largely to supply a
platform for the rhubarb, otherwise the natural sweetness of the classic rhubarb/strawberry combo was
allowed to assert itself without interference or distraction. Similarly, the yogurt sorbet was just an accent or,
if you will, a subtle counterpoint to the fruit.
Minimal pastry as well is present in Bovier’s fin sablé
aux framboises et á la vanille crustillant aux citron
jaune, sorbet au lime. As with the rhubarb, the pastry
sablé serves just to provide structure for the tower of
perfect raspberries with coulis and the two citrus
accents. Light, bright and refreshing.
When Edgard Bovier imported his Mediterranean
cuisine to Zürich, it was no doubt revolutionary. Today,
in Lausanne, while no longer seen as radical, he offers
a stimulating alternative to la cuisine vaudoise and a
wonderful escape from the rigors of winter or, if the
visit is in summer, a reinforcement of the sun. •

Right page above:
Trilogie glacée aux agrumes
d’Amalfi, champagne rosé et
filets d’agrumes.
Right page below:
Allumettes glacées à la rhubarbe
et fraises Gariguette, sorbet au
yogourt à la grecque.
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Villeret Seconde

RÉTROGRADE
DATE
What may be seen as a
simple complication is, in
reality, not so simple at all.
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One of the joys of watch collecting is finding timepieces that offer visual “action” on the dial. The
savants will be quick to pounce, no doubt pointing
out that every watch offers action on the dial, provided it’s running, of course. But fi xating a gaze
on, say for example, the minute hand, drinking in
the action as it marches around the dial, probably
is too sedate for all but the most easy to please. And
if the stare is upon the hour hand’s movement, no
doubt a conservatorship will be imposed at once,
and the watch, together with the rest of one’s worldly goods, placed under a trustee’s control. For sheer
entertainment value, Blancpain’s Carrousel and its
tourbillons secure their places at the top of the pyramid. Lots going on, whirlwinds of motion. Both
grand complications.
What of a smaller complication, but pleasing nonetheless? Enter the Villeret Seconde Rétrograde Date that
brings intriguing motion to the dial with a seconds
hand that retrogrades twice a minute. For watchmakers, the term “rétrograde” means an indication
that advances along an arc, and then instantly reverses course and recommences at the starting point.
Although the rate of movement is that of a classic
seconds hand, the visual attraction is vastly increased
as every 30 seconds the hand snaps back to the zero
position and restarts.
Blancpain was not the first to create a retrograde seconds complication for a wrist watch. Several other
great houses have introduced retrograde seconds
watches over the years. There are, however, significant
challenges to this complication. The previous iterations of retrograde movements have utilized designs
where a gear is added to the small seconds pinion.

At right:
The dial side view of
the movement showing
the snail cam and spiral
that are central to the
retrograde seconds mechanism.

IN THE CREATION of the retrograde seconds

complication, Blancpain settled on a refined design.

This gear, in turn, drives a ratchet gear that moves the
seconds hand. At the end of its sweep, the ratchet gear
must disengage from the constantly-turning center
gear, rapidly move back to the zero position and re-engage again. In this there are two very serious technical problems. First is the re-engagement of the
ratchet gear following the return to zero. When gears
are separated at the end of the second hand sweep and
re-engaged at zero the relative position of the teeth is
completely random. In a perfect world, the teeth of
the ratchet would fall into the troughs of the center
gear, and life would be good—resulting in a perfectly
smooth restart of the movement of the hand. The
trouble is the world is not perfect. It is just as likely
that at the return to zero the teeth of the ratchet gear
would drop directly onto the teeth of the center gear
and, following a bounce or two, finally settle into an
adjacent trough where they belong. The result: a
bounce or jump in the start of the movement of the
seconds hand. Of course, the teeth may fall into positions between these extremes, producing some degree
of jump on a random basis.
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There is a second problem with these predecessor
retrograde seconds designs. All of this somewhat
harsh engagement and dis-engagement of gears is
occurring on the shaft directly attached to the watch’s
escapement. This is the most sensitive part of the
gear train. Indeed, it is the center of the watch’s time
keeping. Regulation and maintenance of a healthy
amplitude of the watch’s beat become more difficult
with this kind of engaging/dis-engaging system directly attached to the escapement. In short, these
predecessor retrograde seconds designs are somewhat tricky to build, sensitive to adjust and, in any
event, a bit harsh in their operation.

Blancpain’s movement designers have perfected an
entirely different and new conception for the retrograde seconds complication, which avoids altogether
direct drive of a ratchet by a gear and shaft attached
to the escapement. In place of a gear, Blancpain’s design utilizes a cam (for those of you eager to build
your French watchmaking vocabulary, a “colimaçon”).
Although a ratchet gear is used, it remains engaged
constantly with the gear driving the seconds hand
itself. The cam and ratchet gear are held against each
other by a spring, ensuring smooth movement and
best of all, no random meshing of teeth following the
retrograde’s return to zero.

A MULTITUDE OF ISSUES were confronted

to produce a robust and smoothly operating mechanism.
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FIGURE 1

shows the layout of Blancpain’s system. The centerpiece
of the module is the snail cam “A.” This is attached to
the seconds pinion and turns once each minute. Riding along the edge of the snail cam is the ratchet “B.”
As the cam “A” turns, the ratchet is displaced, and via
engagement between its teeth and a pinion attached to
the seconds hand, “C,” the seconds hand moves along
its course on the dial. Tension for the system is
supplied by the spiral spring, “D.”
FIGURE 2

Every thirty seconds, the rotation of the cam “A” progresses to the stage where the edge of the ratchet “B”
reaches the edge of the snail, at which point the ratchet edge “falls” into one of the two deep troughs of the
cam. This sudden “fall” smartly snaps the seconds hand
back to zero with energy supplied by the spiral “D” and
the next 30 second progression begins.

There are a multitude of issues which Blancpain confronted to bring this design to fruition. First. the ratchet gear is held against the cam by a spiral shaped spring.
This spring insures that the contact with the cam is
smooth and, of course, when the cam has turned to
present the trough to the ratchet, that the ratchet will
retrograde instantly to zero. Too strong a spring and
the energy consumed by the system will be too great
and the drain on the running of the watch too costly
in terms of amplitude of the balance and power reserve.
Too weak and the seconds hand would be susceptible
of bounce and the return to zero uneven.
Second, the ratchet itself needs a counter weight in
order to even its balance and to diminish the effects
of accelerations arising from shocks. Th is ensures
smooth operation. The counter weight appears as a
lobe on the end of the ratchet arm furthest from its
teeth. The lobe prevents bouncing of the hand if the
watch receives a shock.
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Finally, there was the question of movement selection.
One of Blancpain’s work horse movements is the
two-barrel, four-day power reserve 1150. The 1150
beats at 21,600 beats per hour and, when first introduced by Blancpain, was utterly revolutionary, as it
offered the longest power reserve of any automatic
movement in the industry. By itself, it started the trend
of high power reserves that others have now copied.
For the retrograde seconds complication, Blancpain
selected a variant of the 1150, dubbed the 1160.4. Like
the 1150, it has two main spring barrels, however its
beat rate is higher 28,800 per hour, versus 21,600 for
the 1150. The base 1160.4’s power reserve is, however,
somewhat lower at 72 hours. The reason that the
power reserve is lower in this variant is rather simple.
Because it beats faster, the energy of the barrel is
depleted faster. Simple math. The reason that the
higher beat rate 1160.4 was selected by Blancpain is
that it would produce smoother operation of the retrograde seconds hand. With the added burden of the
extra spring for the retrograde seconds, Blancpain has
conservatively rated the power reserve of what is denominated as the caliber 7663.4 as 65 hours.
There was an interesting chapter in Blancpain’s development of the retrograde seconds movement, reliability testing. Alain Delizée, profiled in Issue 7 of Lettres
du Brassus, took charge of this phase of the work. And
what he fashioned for testing was remarkable. In order
to simulate a lifetime of retrograding, he took a movement, removed the balance wheel so that it would run
at a ferocious rate, and, as they say, “let ‘er rip.” Even
with punishment like this, Blancpain’s system proved
its robustness, running perfectly.

Retrograde seconds is classed as a “petite complication” and certainly when compared to, for example, a
minute repeater or Carrousel, one might call it “petite”.
But looking back at this development process and the
subtle issues that were confronted, there is nothing
“petite” about the complication.
In the Villeret Collection the retrograde complication
is offered in two general varieties: one without date
and the other with a serpentine date hand. Both
models, with and without date, are fitted into 40 mm
white gold or red gold cases. All of white gold models
feature guilloche dials, silvered for the non-date variant and blue for the date model. The non-date red
gold model offers a black guilloche dial while the date
model’s dial is opaline. •
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Women’s Collection Chronographe

GRANDE DATE
The business-like complication of a Chronograph
expressed with a feminine allure.
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Combining purposefulness with femininity has
been one of design’s great challenges, more marked
by failure than success. Take, for example, those
edgy business women’s suits. Pinstripes, jutting
shoulders, rapier cut. Stark, severe, so taken with
the power woman message that, next to them, the
best of Savile Row and Jermyn Street comes off as
positively mousey. Army combat attire is wimpy in
comparison — everything, that is, except the boots
and helmet and, perhaps, the M-16 (but then you
never know what heat she might be packing in that
power woman briefcase).
So, introducing the business-like complication of a
three-register chronograph to a women’s timepiece, all
the while leaving intact its feminine allure, is a course
fraught with peril. Do it wrong, and it becomes a Black
Hawk helicopter pilot’s timepiece, bristling with
subdials and jutting pushers. Blancpain’s new Women’s
Chronograph Grande Date manages the feat with grace.
Not only does the chronograph perfectly blend with the
overall harmony of the dial, its chronograph registers
barely asserting themselves, but the design allows for
the perfect integration of a second complication in the
form of a grand date.
Unlike most of its contemporaries offering women’s
timepieces, Blancpain adheres strictly to its tradition
of utilizing only mechanical movements and only
movements that are conceived and produced in-house.
So, logically, the examination of this women’s

chronograph begins with the movement. All the
sophistication of the men’s chronographs carries over.
The automatic winding movement features column
wheel control of the chronograph functions. A
hallmark of the finest haut de gamme chronographs,
the presence of a column wheel for the chronograph
is unmistakable in its feel, for it endows the pushers
with a creamy, silky action that other, less sophisticated
designs simply cannot match. Also in common with
many variants of the men’s chronograph models, this
women’s caliber, denominated the 26F8G, offers a
flyback function. A single push of the return to zero
button stops the chronograph, returns all indications
to zero and restarts timing anew. Signaling that this
new 26F8G caliber is for a woman’s watch, the gold
engraved winding rotor—red gold for the red gold
version, white gold for the white gold model and yellow
god paired with the stainless steel—is visible through
the clear case back and has been shaped into the form
of a flower.

THE TRADITIONAL registers of a

chronograph are understated bringing
perfect harmony to the dial.
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THERE ARE NO COMPROMISES in the

technically advanced column-wheel movement.

Of course, the visual centerpiece of the watch is the
dial, fashioned in mother of pearl and, for the precious
metals models, accented with two graceful pavé
diamond arches. All five of the indications are balanced in a symmetrical layout. At the 12 o’clock position is the decentered hour and minute display with
roman indexes. At 3 and 9 o’clock are the chronograph
counters. Centered is the chronograph seconds hand.
Finally at 6 is the large date. Rather than follow the
conventional path of starkly defining the chronograph’s minute and hour counters with separate
subdials, traditional in the men’s models, for women
the indications seamlessly flow on the surface of the
mother of pearl dial. Present, but not dominating.

For the first time, Blancpain offers the large date
complication in a woman’s timepiece with the date
shown in two windows. Not only does this offer
enormous advantages in legibility, but, unlike most
large date complications in the industry that spread
the date change over many minutes, Blancpain’s large
date mechanism changes instantly at midnight.
The diameter of the Chronograph Grande Date is
completely contemporary at 38 mm. Both gold variants feature set diamonds on the bezel, case and dial
and a cabochon diamond on the crown (totaling approximately 2.3 carats). The stainless steel model is set
with small diamonds on the bezel (totaling approximately .84 carats). A choice of straps is offered with
white ostrich or black alligator for the red gold model;
white ostrich or blue alligator for the white gold version; satinized rubber or blue alligator for the steel.
All models are equipped with tang buckles. •
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What connection is there between
David Bowie, Coco Chanel,
Charlie Chaplin, Phil Collins, Jean Cocteau,
Alain Delon, Fyodor Dostoyevsky,
Ernest Hemingway, Audrey Hepburn,
Freddie Mercury, Marcel Proust,
Auguste Rodin, Michael Schumacher
and Pyotr Tchaikovsky?
TEXT & PHOTOS: YVES JUNOD

THE
STEAMERS
of Western Europe’s
largest natural lake
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All these people lived or still live on the
shores of Lake Geneva, in Switzerland
or France. They have all had the good
fortune to admire the beautiful steamers
that have plied the lake for 190 years.
“Always clockwise!” says the man in overalls who is teaching three boatmen in
training how to coil a mooring line. As I
approach to take a picture, he introduces
himself: “Chenaux.” Frankly, I never imagined that this is how I would meet the First
Captain, the “admiral” of the Lake Geneva
General Navigation Company (CGN).

IT TAKES TIME to learn the

secrets of navigating this lake.

The man who heads the fleet of 16 boats
(150 to 1,200 passenger capacity) is modest.
Like Switzerland itself, perhaps, where it is
not uncommon to come across a government minister walking home with his
groceries in Bern, the capital.
Olivier Chenaux joined the CGN as an apprentice painter at age 17, and climbed the
ladder rung by rung until he obtained his
current rank in 1997. On average, it takes
about fi fteen years to become a captain on
Lake Geneva. Many years of experience
are needed to learn the secrets of navigating the lake, which despite its beauty can
be quite treacherous. Then it takes another three years to rise from Second Captain, authorized to pilot diesel-powered
ships, to First Captain, a level that provides access to the “holy grail”: the right
to command one of the five Belle Époque
steamers on Lake Geneva. We are going
to hear about this experience from First
Captain Chenaux and his predecessor,
First Captain Aldo Heymoz, who held the
position for 20 years.

But before that, we need to understand the
unique character of these paddle steamers
that are part of Lake Geneva’s heritage.
The boats are charming not just because
of their steam engines, but also their
paddle wheels, which churn powerfully
through the water to propel the craft along.
Some ships have a wheel at the back
(sternwheelers)—like the famous Mississippi riverboats—while others possess
two side wheels (sidewheelers), like those
of Lake Geneva.
There are only about 50 seaworthy historic
paddle steamers left in the world today, 19
of which are in Switzerland: 8 on Lake
Geneva and 5 on Lake Lucerne, with the
rest on the lakes of Zurich (2) Thun (1),
Brienz (1), Constance (1) and Greifen (1).
The fleet of Lake Geneva steamers, the largest in the world in terms of passengers carried, can be considered part of mankind’s
patrimony. If UNESCO added a category
for movable heritage, there is no doubt that
these boats would be included—and that
certain watchmaking creations would also
be on the list.
The first steamboat on Lake Geneva carried a hundred passengers in 1823. Our
eight beautiful boats with two decks and
a lounge restaurant can each accommodate 550 to 850 people. They come from

Opposite,
the figurehead of La Suisse
was rebuilt in 2003 by
Emmanuel Bourgeau, marine
sculptor based in Brittany.
Above,
First Captain Olivier Chenaux;
below his predecessor, Aldo
Heymoz (DR).
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THE HISTORY OF THESE VESSELS is also

the history of the men who are one with their machines
and who work together in a strong spirit of solidarity.

the golden age of Swiss tourism, i.e., the
Belle Époque and the Roaring Twenties.
From the inauguration of the fi rst boat in
1875 (like others, it has disappeared since)
and the last one in 1927, they continue to
provide the carefreeness of the open lake
and the delights of the Alpine landscapes
that tourists came seeking at the time.
Although here we are extolling the eight
paddle steamers of the CGN, we should
also include a ninth boat that still floats on
Lake Geneva, the Genève. Decommissioned in 1974 due to its age, it was bought
by a Geneva association to serve people in
need. This is a happy vocation for this
steamboat, alleviating the memory of the
tragic fate that struck Sissi, Empress of
Austria, on September 10, 1898, as she was
about to board it.
The Venoge is another boat of the period
to appear in the annals of history. Built
in 1905 to transport freight, it was the first
ship in the world to be equipped with a
diesel engine. Though it was replaced in
1924, the small Venoge (37 m) is still sailing
on the lake, available for private cruises
like its eight big brothers (64 to 78 m) of
the CGN, which in the summer also provide regular service.
And what are these eight titans called?
Seven are named after places: S/S Montreux

(the eldest, commissioned in 1904), M/S
Vevey, M/S Italie II (second of that name),
S/S La Suisse, S/S Savoie, S/S Simplon III and
M/S Helvétie II. The youngest is named
after the river that crosses from one end of
Lake Geneva to the other, S/S Rhône III
(1927). M/S, S/S? Are they brothers and
sisters? Our two First Captains explain that,
yes, the boats have a gender. But it has nothing to do with these acronyms. M/S stands
for motorship and S/S for steamship. In this
case, three of the boats were equipped with
diesel-electric engines to replace their steam
engines between 1950 and 1970.
One exception is the S/S Montreux which,
after receiving a diesel engine during the
same period, was retrofitted with a steam
engine during its renovation between 1999
and 2001. This return to its origins paved
the way for others, as we shall see.
But the history of these vessels is also the
history of the men who are one with their
machines and who work together in a
strong spirit of solidarity.

EXPERTS IN MANEUVERING

If this morning First Captain Chenaux is
drilling his three recruits until each of
them perfectly prepares the rope before
delivery, it is not to teach them discipline.
The goal is to ensure mastery of this ma-

neuver required to dock the 300 to 500 t
(without passengers) of these venerable
Belle Époque boats. However, the skill of
the sailors is just one of the parameters.
Depending on the circumstances, the
equation that leads, not to the age of the
captain, but to the successful performance
of this operation is a real brain-teaser.
Let’s look at the data: with their average
cruising speed of 25 km/h, the braking distance of these vessels, achieved by spinning
the wheels backwards, is about 200 m, just
like their turning radius. To reverse their
course, they need 400 m of space. However,
on sunny days, Lake Geneva teems with
pleasure boats, and the warning sirens are
sometimes not enough to alert inattentive
boaters. The captain must then order the
steamer to stop, or turn and repeat the
entire approach.
The equation is further complicated by the
fact that the huge steamers’ draft is only
about 1.6 m, as they need to be able to
navigate in very shallow waters, such as
the Geneva harbor. This is nothing compared to their size and especially their
enormous surface exposed to the wind,
which can easily cause them to drift. “Our
vessels are very much like sailboats,” says
First Captain Heymoz, recalling a time
when gusting winds required him to order all the windows on the upper deck to
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Boarding for Thonon, Nyon and
Geneva aboard the two-deck
steamboat Genève (built in 1896
and decommissioned in 1974) at
the port of Evian-les-Bains one
summer day in 1908. Postcard
enhanced with artificial colors
published by Levy & Neurdein
Réunis. Collection Patrimoine du
Léman – Didier Zuchuat.
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be opened, to reduce the lateral surface
presented to the wind.
Finally, the insidious lake undercurrents
are the ultimate unknown, as their directions and speed are unpredictable! SaintPrex is a charming medieval village on the
Swiss side, where everything seems peaceful. However, “every helmsman who has
ever tried to dock there has botched it at

Today, these maneuvers are still quite
A FEAT FOR THE FIVE STEAMBOATS.
least once because of the current,” says the
former captain. His successor recounts
that one day when he was approaching
Saint-Prex with a 50 km/h tail wind, he
was pushed back by a current coming at
him from ahead.
Another factor in the equation is the fact
that, in shallow waters, it is smart to keep
the boat at a low speed to prevent a wave
from forming at the rear, so that the rudder will continue to do its job. Clearly, it
is not just in watchmaking that people
love complications.
And speaking of ingenuity, we really have
to mention the clever trick used to dock
near the Pont du Mont-Blanc (Geneva).
Even if you do not see the spoon, sugar cube
On the left, the 1st class
lounge-restaurant of La Suisse;
on the right, the main staircase
of the Vevey.

and square of chocolate used by First Captain Heymoz to demonstrate the maneuver, you will understand the explanation.
Coming from the upper lake into the narrow Geneva harbor, the boat takes a wide
berth to present facing the shore. Here,
there is a sand and gravel bank where the
captain deliberately runs up the bow
(front) of the ship. Then, the current of
the Rhône (which exits the lake at this
point) does the rest of the work by turning the boat around the bow, “parking”
it parallel to the shore.
Although in the 1960s, electric rudder
controls were installed and can now be
operated by the captain from the lateral
bridges, prior to that, the helmsman
turned his big mechanical drive wheel by
hand, following the captain’s orders. Today, these maneuvers are still quite a feat
for the five steamboats. Because, unlike
diesel-powered ships, it is not the captain
(nor his helmsman) who controls the engines! It is the engineer down in the hold,
who, with no view of the outside, operates
the controls. “Stop,” “astern”... we all remember the markings on the dials of the
picturesque engine order telegraphs,
which are still used to communicate between the bridge and the engine room,
with an intercom if necessary.
We understand better how important the
work of each member of the crew is: clear
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orders, an immediate reaction, and skill, as
the former First Captain explains: “The maneuver is quite complicated for an engineer.
He has to place his connecting rod in the
right place. Otherwise, when he reverses
the engine, it doesn’t start up, and he has to
give it auxiliary steam. But during that
time, the boat moves forward 5 or 10 m
farther than it should have.”
By working so closely together, everyone
recognizes the style of the others, even
without seeing them. From his lookout
station, the captain knows which of the two
engineers just carried out his orders, based
on how quickly he did so. Conversely, the
engineer knows which captain or helmsman is performing the docking maneuver,
depending on whether or not he uses the
force of the wind.

LIVING BOATS

So how do the captains take into account
all these factors? It’s impossible to calculate
the result by entering the speeds and angles
of the wind, waves and currents into a
smartphone, all weighted by the mood of
the engineer and the age of the captain. “We
navigate a lot by feeling, you have to feel
how the boat reacts, how it moves, it’s instinctive,” says First Captain Chenaux. He
adds: “Our steamers are alive, we feel them,
they breathe, the steam engine gives the boat
a rhythm, it vibrates. The eccentric con-

“The steel of these old ships
has become brittle, it's more
difficult to work with,” says
one of the welders sent by the
shipyard in Saint-Nazaire,
France.

necting rods create jolts. The sounds are
important, for instance a certain type of
steam noise tells you that the boat is not
going to reverse immediately. A boat is not
just a big machine, it’s complex, it’s alive.”
When asked which ship he prefers, he hesitates, as if worried that his protégés, moored
less than 50 m away, might hear us. “Tricky
question... it makes me a little sad to say:
La Suisse is the most beautiful boat, but I
prefer the Simplon; it is more lively, more
spirited, even if it is the same size. La Suisse
is much more sluggish.” His predecessor
agrees: “We think of La Suisse as a lady and
the Simplon as a male. It is more settled in
the water.”

THE PARADE

Now held every year in spring, the naval
parade of the Belle Époque fleet brings
these thoroughbreds together for a ballet.
From the moment you climb onboard the
boat of your choice, all your senses are
caught up by the show. You head out on
the lake, into the wind, where you join
the other ships that greet you with their
steam whistles blowing. Steaming ahead
at full speed just 15 m from neighboring
boats, you see and hear their paddles
churning, just as you feel your heart
pounding when two opposing lines of
ships rush forward, passing within a
hair’s breadth of each other.
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But the most spectacular and most difficult
maneuver takes place in slow motion. The
boats meet face to face to form a star. Managing to stop the bows of these behemoths
just a few meters from one another is a true
exploit, even if there is no wind or current,
which is rarely the case. It would be inaccurate to say that during this maneuver
you could hear a pin drop in the cockpit,
because “no one would dare to drop a pin”.
This lake choreography developed by First
Captain Chenaux is all the more admirable
in that there is no rehearsal. Depending on
the weather, there is, of course, a plan B and
even a plan C.
This show also exists thanks to the passionate people who work so hard to preserve
the Belle Époque fleet, starting with the
Association of Friends of the Lake Geneva
Steamboats (ABVL) and the Pro Vapore
foundation. They raised 12 of the 15 million francs needed to renovate (2007 to
2009) the flagship of the fleet, La Suisse. In
2003, with the support of the Musée du
Léman, the Heritage Association of Lake

Geneva (APL) restored the mahogany canoe at the ship’s stern and the figurehead,
entirely covered in gold leaf. Subsequently, the structures, the equipment and the
decoration of the boat were renovated.
Roughly a hundred kilometers of electric
cables, honeycomb partitions and bow
thrusters were used to upgrade the century-old boat. Th is grand old lady was
painstakingly restored to her original
splendor. What a pleasure for the eyes to
caress the woodwork of the first-class
lounge, made of moiré sycamore maple
and enhanced with apple, pear and boxwood inlays. As you savor a glass of Dézaley, you will detect as many notes and
essences in the wine as enchanting details
in the woodwork.
If you switch boats for the trip back, you
may see the neo-Directoire-style lounge of
the Vevey, featuring chestnut wood inlaid
with amaranth and ebony. The total renovation of this boat will be completed this
fall. It has come a long way. Its original
shape has been brought back, with the

THIS CHOREOGRAPHY PERFORMED ON
THE LAKE is all the more admirable in that

there is no rehearsal.
Previous pages:
On the left, chief engineer Markus
Graf in front of “Joséphine”, his
favorite steam engine.
Upper right, the ratchet pump
is driven by the movement of the
pair of cams that control the
admission of steam into the high
pressure cylinder. This ingenious
geared device bears a resemblance
to a clock. It lubricates inaccessible
parts while the machine is running.
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The star figure is the highlight
of the naval parade and is also
the most difficult to perform. It
requires perfect coordination,
not only among the ships, but
also between each ship captain
and his engineer, who must
immediately carry out the
orders he receives.
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small lounge re-created and the fireplace
freed up. It has been artfully restored according to the original design, with a few
concessions to safety, as in the case of the
windows of the wheelhouse. Technology
has been added as well, making it possible
to control the heating and the level of the
storage tanks from a smartphone!

funny-shaped clouds or droll flocks of
squabbling birds. He may also mention the
almost magical vision of rowers on the lake,
only their heads visible above a shroud of
fog. Or the memory of a little blind boy
who discovered the cockpit (wheelhouse)
by feel. “He had a huge smile on his face,
he was so incredibly happy.”

Two other boats are still awaiting renovation, first the Italie, then the Helvétie. The
ABVL raised one third of the 12 million
francs needed for the former.

This affinity for nature and people seems to
be a common trait of the two First Captains:
“I always told the guys I trained: ‘Watch,
look and listen. That’s what counts!’” says
Aldo Heymoz. He adds, “I’ve always listened, even to someone who’s brand new
in the wheelhouse. I always figured that
maybe there was something I could learn.”

When asked what he wishes for the future
of the Belle Époque fleet, First Captain
Chenaux answers without hesitation: “For
it to continue to be included in the regular
schedule so that everyone can enjoy the
boats and so they don’t become museums.”
There’s no point in asking him to recount
his navigational feats. He prefers to talk
about what he sees from his “citadel,” be it

USEFUL INFORMATION
The Lake Geneva Belle Époque boats operate
from April to October: www.cgn.ch
Association of the Friends of Lake Geneva
Steamboats: www.abvl.ch
Lake Geneva Heritage Association:
www.patrimoine-leman.ch
“Steam navigation on Lake Geneva
1841-1941”, exhibition from April 28, 2013,
to January 5, 2014; Musée du Léman in
Nyon: www.museeduleman.ch
C. Bertola and D. Zuchuat, L’Âge d’Or de la
navigation à vapeur sur le Léman
1841-1941, Éd. Glénat, Nyon, 2013

These admirals of Lake Geneva are truly
modest.
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Journal of
THE LAST CRUISE OF THE M/S VEVEY

September 30, 2010, 6:14 pm:
Cully en Lavaux. It’s unusual, the
Vevey arrives late.

9:00 pm: The last passengers debark
in Lausanne. Only the families and
friends of the crew remain on board.

Although it has traveled 3 million
kilometers since its inauguration,
it doesn’t seem out of breath. And yet,
it will be decommissioned in a few
days. There is not enough money
to pay for its renovation.

9:52 pm: The Vevey has arrived at its
home port. Captain Schaffner comes
down from the lookout, looking serious.

6:17 pm: Departure, hands wave, for once
it is the boat that’s being saluted.
7:46 pm: In the first-class lounge, a lady
dressed in Belle Époque finery smiles.
7:57 pm: Landing at Saint-Prex. The
mariners have switched on the hazard
lights, whose bright glare turns the whole
boat red; the Vevey’s steam whistle blows.
On deck, protected from the drizzle by a
hood, a lady calmly drinks her tea.

10:01 pm: Engine room. The captain
hugs his engineer, who could not bring
himself to turn off “his” engine. The
captain does it for him.
11:17 pm: All the energy has returned and
in the first-class lounge, people are
laughing and dancing to Smoke on the
Water.
12:05 am: I leave the crew to continue
their celebration. On the platform, a
crayfish, which probably fell out of a
fisherman’s net, waves its claws; I put it
back into the water. It is still alive.

Epilogue. March 5, 2013, 11:42 am:
Bellerive (Lausanne) shipyard. Like the
Phoenix, the Vevey is reborn under the
sparks of the welding torches. It was saved
by a government decision. In a few
months it will sail again.
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“Joséphine”, “Béatrice” and “Sophie” …
THE STEAMSHIP ENGINES

These are the names given to the engines
of three of the five steamers, respectively
the Savoie, La Suisse and the Simplon.
Like captains, engineers have their preferences, and too bad for the Montreux
with its modern steam engine and for the
Rhône whose engine has not attained the
perfection of its elders.
They may have beautiful girls’ names, but
these machines are more reminiscent of
the cycling champions of the Tour de
France. The engine room is open at the
top, so passengers can enjoy watching the
two connecting rods pump up and down
and listen to the engines pant as they rev
up to full power. And what power! La
Suisse delivers 1,400 hp allowing it to
propel its 513 t and 78 m at a cruising speed
of 25 km/h, to the delight of 850 passengers
(maximum).
Obviously, this champion gets quite thirsty,
gulping down 20 l of fuel per kilometer on
average. In comparison, the diesel engine
of another Belle Époque paddle steamer,
the Vevey (64 m and 297 t), consumed 8 l
(before the renovation in progress).
The engines of the three aforementioned
thoroughbred steamers were built on the
same model, by the Swiss company Sulzer
Brothers. It is a compound system consisting of two cylinders, one high pressure
(small volume), the other low pressure
(large volume). The steam enters the first
cylinder at a temperature of 280-300 °C and
a pressure of 10.5 bar, where it drops to
1 bar, before moving into the second cylinder, which uses it up to 0.3 bar to activate
the second rod.
But don’t let these numbers and the pictures
of the massive components fool you into
thinking that these machines are brute

beasts. It is pure watchmaking at its finest:
although the largest bearings are 240 mm
in diameter, they have only 0.2 mm of clearance. Precision to 1/1,200! A tenth of a
millimeter too little, and the rod heats up,
three tenths too much, and it hits.
This precision machining requires extreme
care. Like champions, these machines are
regularly massaged with oils. Out on the
water, this is a full-time job for the assistant
engineer who is responsible for some
150 lubrication points, which he inspects
in turn every 80 minutes. It takes no less
than 15 l of oil per day to lubricate the
cylinders and 10 l for the moving parts.
Just one more number and you will know
everything there is to know about these
cyclists that ply the lake: their two paddle
wheels have a diameter of 3.4 to 3.7 m, and,
thanks to an eccentric system, their blades
enter the water at an optimal angle. •
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TEXT: MICHEL JEANNOT

Where Blancpain’s

TOURBILLONS
AND CARROUSELS
come to life
Located in the manufacturing facility in Le Brassus,
with a restful view over the surrounding nature,
the tourbillon and carrousel workshop is a concrete
expression of part of Blancpain’s credibility and
specific status in the field of Fine Watchmaking.
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The workshops for tourbillons and carrousels in the
manufacturing site at Le Brassus offer a soothing
view of the surrounding nature, but they also express
a large part of Blancpain’s legitimacy and individuality as a manufacturer of high-grade timepieces.
Judge for yourself: in 1989, Blancpain introduced its
first tourbillon watch—a special, extremely slim
construction with an off-center balance and a going
time of eight days. Some 19 years later, the manufacturing company again broke new ground in regulatory systems with the first one-minute flying
carrousel in a wristwatch. In 2013, Blancpain combined these two complications to create the unprecedented Le Brassus Tourbillon Carrousel, which gives
an ideal opportunity for us to meet the relevant experts in the workshops where it is made.

Blancpain has long excelled in the art of constructing
these two fascinating devices—the tourbillon and the
carrousel—but that does not rule out innovation. This
was doubly demonstrated this year when the company
made its mark in complicated watchmaking with two
outstanding pieces in the Le Brassus Collection: a carrousel minute-repeater with an instant-restart chronograph and a tourbillon carrousel—two combinations
that have never been done before. The fact is that
Blancpain is a consummate master in mechanical
watchmaking in general, and in bringing solutions to
the balance and escapement in particular, whether with
a tourbillon or a carrousel.
Blancpain’s first tourbillon dates back to the 1989 manually wound caliber 23. Although such a complication
has become little more than demonstration of skill by
many watchmakers today, in the 1980s few were capable of its construction. But Blancpain did not rest on
its laurels. The first tourbillon movement was followed
by the self-winding caliber 25 that was to become the
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basis of a number of tourbillon-regulated complications. The tourbillon was first fitted with a large date
indication (caliber 6925), then with the days as well
(caliber 3725), followed by a second time zone (caliber
5025), a perpetual calendar (caliber 5625) and finally
a large date with the power reserve shown on the
winding rotor (caliber 4225). The carrousel first appeared in the 2008 catalogue as the one-minute flying
carrousel—a technical achievement and another
world first for Blancpain.

IN THE DAYS BEFORE JEWELS

But what lies behind these names, tourbillon and carrousel? Mustapha Ahouani, in charge of Blancpain’s
complications workshop describes them as follows:
“Both systems have the same purpose of cancelling

Blancpain has long excelled in the
art of constructing these two fascinating
devices—THE TOURBILLON AND
THE CARROUSEL —but that does not rule
out innovation.

Serenity and concentration are the
watchwords for the master-watchmaker in the tourbillon and
carrousel workshop.

out the effects on gravity on watch mechanisms. But
you need to put them in their historical context in 1801,
when Abraham-Louis Breguet filed his patent for a
tourbillon. The fob watches at the time were inaccurate
for a number of reasons, especially friction, because
watchmakers had not yet adopted jewel bearings. Furthermore, manufacturing techniques were not as sophisticated as they are today which meant that the gear
trains were far from perfect. Since the watches were
worn vertically, the holes in which the wheels pivoted
tended to go out of shape, which affected the rate of
the watch. It was to overcome these problems that
Abraham-Louis Breguet devised the tourbillon.”
In practice, the tourbillon comes as a mobile carriage
in which the balance and escapement assembly is fitted,
with the balance usually in the center. The escape-wheel
pinion rotates around the fixed fourth wheel of the
train. As a reminder, in watchmaking terms the escapement is a mechanism between the energy source
from the mainspring, transmitted by the going train,
and the regulating organ consisting of the balance-wheel and spring. The function of the escapement is to maintain the oscillations of the balance,
which determines the divisions of time. The rotation
of the tourbillon carriage, usually once a minute, averages out the rate variations when the watch is worn
in the usual upright position in a fob pocket.

A MATTER OF PRESTIGE

“About a century later, the Danish watchmaker Bahne
Bonniksen took up Breguet’s task of cancelling out the
effects of gravity,” Mustapha Ahouani continues.
“Since there was no point in doing the same as his
predecessor, he developed the carrousel which was
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This is where watchmaking EXPERIENCE
AND MANUAL DEXTERITY come
into play because the tourbillon carriage
encloses the heart of the watch.
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patented in 1892. Bonniksen’s aim was a device that
performed better, cost less and was easier to adjust.
However, it didn’t turn out like that. That doesn’t mean
to say that his invention was not useful. The main difference between the two systems is in the transmission.
In the tourbillon, the going train is more conventional.”
Like the tourbillon, the carrousel carries the escapement and balance in a carriage rotating about its axis.
The carrousel has two distinct but complementary going trains departing from the third wheel. One train
goes to the escapement and the other rotates the carriage via an intermediate wheel—once a minute in the
case of Blancpain’s carrousel. It is called the carrousel
because the balance and its cock are fixed on a rotating
plate. The carrousel design is more complex to construct, necessitating a large number of parts that are
theoretically more difficult to balance properly. In the
end, even though the carrousel provides better force
transmission with less loss of amplitude as the energy
decreases, and therefore a more stable rate, it didn’t
have nearly the same success as its elder sibling, the
tourbillon. For long it was considered a “bastard”
device, without the prestige of Abraham-Louis Breguet’s
invention, and the carrousel was largely forgotten.

“The tourbillon can then come to life.
The carriage stirs in the movement, which
is a VERY SATISFYING MOMENT.”

MIXING DEVICES

Blancpain decided to put things to rights with the same
innovative spirit that inspired the construction of its
tourbillon. With the latter’s presentation in 1989, the
company found itself on the market with the slimmest
tourbillon ever made and which had an impressive
eight days power reserve. To achieve this, it took some
liberties with the conventional Breguet design. The
Blancpain tourbillon thus has an off-center balance,
which is usually a feature of the carrousel. Conversely, when the watchmaker had completed his carrousel
with a power reserve of 100 hours, it also decided to
mix the systems by placing the balance in the center
of the one-minute rotating carriage, which is usually
associated with the tourbillon.
All that was left was for Blancpain to bring these two
complications together to display their full mechanical
force. This is now reality with the Le Brassus Tourbillon Carrousel model (to be described in the next issue),
with a flying tourbillon at 12 o’clock and a flying carrousel at 6 o’clock and fitted with dates at 3 o’clock and
a power-reserve indicator on the back. As Blancpain
puts it: “The eye is immediately drawn to the differences as well as the similarities of the two systems as
well as their attractive rotating action. Each independent carriage is connected through a differential, which
delivers their average rate to the hands on the dial.
Both barrels are wound together by the crown to make
this watch as precise as possible and to give it seven
days of power reserve.”
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THE FLOATING TOURBILLON

So much for the theory, but how does a tourbillon actually come to life in the manufacturing company’s
workshops at Le Brassus? “Before discussing the assembly of a Blancpain tourbillon, its worth considering
its features,” explains Gérard Marguet, 55, who in 1988
joined the Frédéric Piguet company in Le Sentier,
which is now part of the Manufacture Blancpain. “It’s
a one-minute flying tourbillon that also shows the
seconds and it has a power reserve of seven to eight
days. In the absence of a tourbillon bridge, the carriage
is free and attractive to look at. It is only pivoted underneath on seven ceramic ball bearings. It other
words, it really looks as if it’s floating in the air. Another feature of the Blancpain tourbillon is its small
size, fitted into the 4.85 mm high self-winding caliber 25 movement that accommodates the range of
tourbillon models. In some aspects it’s a little temperamental and could need two or three days of
running in to settle down after assembly. Th is usally allows us to continue putting together the other
parts of the watch before going back to the real adjustment of the tourbillon.”

In the complications workshops at Le Brassus, Gérard
Marguet works with Christophe Lamy-Chappuis, 44,
who in 1989 also joined Frédéric Piguet. Together they
are the project managers for all of Blancpain’s tourbillons of every variety according to production needs.
It starts with the arrival of the movements in kits and
the sorting out of components, some of which have
already been semi-assembled with pegs and jewels
driven in at the Manufacture Blancpain in Le Sentier.
Then comes the assembly proper, which starts with the
winding and setting mechanism. “Next we fit the train
and assemble the barrel and its bridge, checking heights
and oiling the pivots,” Christophe explains. “At this
point the assembly of the carriage can begin. This is
the longest and most delicate job.”

ASSEMBLING TWICE

This is where watchmaking experience and manual
dexterity come into play because the tourbillon carriage encloses the heart of the watch—its balance and
escapement. Gérard adds: “The components from
Blancpain in Le Sentier are machined to within a range
of maximum and minimum tolerances. That means
adjustments are necessary, especially of the pallets.
Then some parts are decorated or mirror polished like

When the complication comes
to life: a moment of intense
emotion for watchmakers.
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the lower bridge. Since this part has to be handled
about ten times we cannot make a mistake. The original finish must remain untouched. In this respect the
customer’s judgment is final. If he notices any error
due to faulty assembly, Blancpain’s reputation suffers.
And we can’t allow that.”
The two watchmakers start by fitting the escapement
and then the balance-wheel and spring. When the
spring is centered and true in the flat—an operation
called spring-checking—the device becomes functional. Now everything can be verified in the escapement-making process: the functions and the depth
of the pallets to manage the strength of the balance.
Then the heights of the mobile parts must be adjusted, notably the escape-wheel, pallet lever and balance.
Everything is measured, adjusted, retouched and
corrected if necessary, by eye for some components.
However, at this stage it is only a preliminary assembly;
complex movements are always first assembled “in the
grey” then taken apart and cleaned before being assembled again. In other words, the tourbillon is completely disassembled to be washed and treated with
epilame to prevent the oils from spreading and to
ensure the long life of the movement. “Washing is essential,” emphasizes Gérard. “Because we work twice
on the tourbillon carriage and we have to handle
these components and modify them sometimes, any
slight contamination, which might be invisible, could
cause problems with the adjustment of the movement. You have to be absolutely exacting when it
comes to complex pieces.”

“THE TOURBILLON CAN COME TO LIFE”

Once assembled, lubricated and functionally passed,
the tourbillon has to undergo a battery of tests, but

Their track record of EXCEPTIONAL
CAPABILITIES enables them to face the
advent of silicium with few worries.

with its carriage locked, as if it were a conventional
movement. “We assess the balance rate and amplitude
in the six standard positions,” Christophe explains.
“We also take measurements on an acoustic Witschi
machine for the escapement and the dynamic poising
of the balance. These operations should enable us to
set the rate of the tourbillon definitively by using the
four adjustment screws of the balance to increase or
reduce its inertia. Since these adjustments are also
done by eye, we can’t afford mistakes here either.”
Finally, all that remains is to fit the tourbillon in its
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“There’s one thing you must never forget about
our job: WE WORK AS A TEAM and the
first link of the chain is as important as the last.”

diamond-polished housing inside the movement.
The pinion of the seconds wheel holds the carriage
fi xed into a 0.3-mm screw-thread. “The tourbillon can
then come to life, which is a very satisfying moment,”
Gérard emphasizes with a wide smile. Then all that is
left is to check the final rate in the six positions and
allow for a running-in period for the movement to
stabilize. The different variations are added later,
but these are much easier operations. We have to
pay special attention to lubricating the points of friction. The whole thing is then validated in Le Sentier during the seven or eight days of what we call
the certification process.”

Gérard and Christophe are also in charge of the
Blancpain carrousels, which are assembled according
to the same procedure. As Christophe explains, “the
job is very similar but as there are more components,
it takes us a little longer. Having said that, the carrousel is assembled within a larger space; the carriage is
higher, which makes our task easier compared to the
extra-thin tourbillon. As soon as you get into miniaturization, problems come up both in assembly and
adjustment, and the process becomes more complex.
The adjustment of the carrousel is famously different
because it has to be done the old-fashioned way by
checking the daily rate against a master timepiece. The
carrousel itself, which is noisier than the tourbillon,
interferes with acoustic measurements.”
Contrary to what others might think, watch mechanisms are constantly evolving at Blancpain—even the
most complicated. The next phase for the tourbillon
is the introduction of silicium parts, first the balance-spring then the lever pallets and the escape-wheel,
especially since the manufacturing company is entirely capable of the technology. “We have in fact done
tests on several calibers but not yet fully on the tourbillon,” Mustapha Ahouani points out. “Nevertheless,
the caliber 2322 Tourbillon Carrousel is already fitted
with two silicium balance-springs. This is without
doubt where the future lies because this material provides greater rate stability and, what’s more, it’s
non-magnetic. So far as we’re concerned, the progressive use of silicium in our movements is a step in the
development and improvement of our calibers, and
our watchmakers are ready to take up the challenge.”
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TELLING THE STORY OF WATCHMAKING

For their part, Gérard and Christophe are quite aware
of the demands imposed by silicium, which is more
difficult to handle. But their track record of exceptional capabilities enables them to face this future with
few worries. “A complications workshop is constantly
on the move and changing,” Christophe declares. “That
means we’re never bored. In the end, it’s the dream of
every watchmaker to be able to work on pieces of this
complexity. It’s not always easy but there’s immense
satisfaction when we deliver these watches.” Gérard
agrees: “The customer not only acquires a watch but
also the expertise that goes into it and a product that
tells him the story of watchmaking. And although the
manufacturing methods have changed considerably
since Abraham-Louis Breguet’s time, we are the direct
successors because we follow the same principles of
quality watchmaking.”
Monitoring procedures, redoing inspections, working
meticulously with esteem for the previous job, concern
for workmanship, and above all the calm attitude that
ensures sure action—these are the qualities that the
two watchmakers apply to the description of their
work. “We are at the end of the value-added chain of

high-value watches,” concludes Gérard. “Of course, we
have to be aware of that and apply our experience to
this last watchmaking link, because there’s one thing
you must never forget about our job: we work as a team
and the first link of the chain is as important as the
last.” There’s no doubt that in the quiet of the Vallée de
Joux, the Blancpain complications workshops have
found an ideal environment in which to nurture exceptional watchmaking. •
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